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THAT

REPRODUCTION

Pianolorie
recitals

GREAT INTERPRETERS
Privileged as we now are to hear the World's
greatest pianists broadcast, it would be ungracious of us, to say the least, if we did not
make every effort to hear these great masters
of music as perfectly as they themselves would
wish.

The Piano is acknowledged to be the most
difficult of all musical instruments to repro-

duce faithfully . . . . yet Telsen Transformers,
scientifically designed and built, and extremely
sensitive, reproduce every note, however lightly
struck, every variation of touch, without the
slightest trace of distortion.
Hear perfectly . . . . with absolute purity of
tone . . . . with ample volume . . . . by fitting

LS
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Advt. of Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham.
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VICTOR KING SCORES
AGAIN
WITH THE

A.C. "PARATUNE"
Victor King is one of the world's foremost designers and this remarkable
all -mains set he has constructed will astonish you.

No batteries. No trouble. Nothing but Superlative Results.
Tremendous magnification is achieved, and whether used for
local or D X reception, the A.C. "Paratune" is a "go-getter" of
the first rank. Full description and details for building this
wonderful set are given in

THE FEBRUARY

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Which also contains details of many other fine constructional
features, including the "Kelsey" Adaptor, The "Easy Stage"
Three, The "Gramodaptor" and The "Rotalog."

GET YOUR COPY

TO -DAY.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Now on Sale.

Price 6d.
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The union of the famous 66R Unit

with the Special Chassis, results
in the finest possible radio reproduction. Whether you are building a radio gramophone or your
first loud speaker the only sure
way to achieve perfection is to
incorporate Blue Spot productions
with your set

Blue Spot Power Unit

Type 66P

-

m

- 27/6

Blue Spot Power Unit

Type 66K -

- 25/ -

Chassis -

- 15 /-

Blue Spot Major;,
-

CLUE irci.
66R UNIT

35' O:OR:

THE SPECIAL CHASSIS

106.

TIME IBRI111/11 OM PICT COMPANIT 111:111D
BLUE SPOT HOUSE 94/96 ROSOMAN STREET ROSEBERY *VENUE LONDON

'Phone: CLERKENWELL 357o.
'Grams : " BLUOSPOT SMITH, LONDON.'_' .
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H. C. RA WSON (Sheffield
and London), LTD., zoo, London Road, Sheffield-; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, llIanehester;
133, George Street, Glasgow.
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COSSOR VALVE
DESIOED especially for more efficient H.P. amplification ii

non -screened grid Receivers, the new Cossor 210 H.L. possesses
features of vital interest to all users of that type of Set. Amongst

these may be instanced its special grid current characteristics. By
the complete elimination of grid current in this valve a remarkable
degree of distortionless H.F. amplification is ensured without the
necessity of employing grid bias. As a result the Cossor 210 H.L.
can be worked under the most efficient operating conditions-its

amplification unimpaired by the effect of bias. Because of
this and because of the other special features of the Cossor 210 H.L.
detailed below the use of this new valve will effect a considerable

increase in the efficiency of any non -screened grid Receiver.

t

SEVEN POINT

MICA BRIDGE

SUSPENSION?

UNIFORM

MOUNTING

PERFORMANCE

Practical experience has
shown that the Cossor 7
point suspension system

Permanent alignment of the
electrode system is ensured by a

definitely eliminates micro.

phonic noises. Th system
is employed in the support
of the exceptionally long filemerit of the Cossor 210 H.L..

The ttew COSsor 210 H.L. 2 volts, 1 ARV;

Impedance 22,000. Amplification Facto;
24, Mutual Conductance, 1.1

m.a,tv Anode voltage 75.150. 8

Price

. , . .

6

Ile sure to get one of our novel, circular
Station Charts, which give identification
details of nearly 50 stations with space for
entering your own dial readings. Ask your
dealer for a copy, price 2d. or send 2d. stamp
CQ us and headyottrletterltation Chart P. W.

stout mica bridge which forms

an integral part of the anode
assembly. When finally secured

in position the whole structure
becomes one interlocked unit..

The Cossor mica bridge coita
stniction permits no variation
of characteristics due to
differences in inter -electrode
spacing. Complete uniformity of performance is therefore

ensured between all valve
of the same type.

THE NEW

osso
210 HI.

A. C. Cossor Ltd., H iglibury Grooe, London,
C2 7093

-
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ARIEL'S ALMANACR

THE SCOTTISH

RADIO SALESMEN.

REGIONAL.
WELL SATISFIED.
THE INTRUDER.

I Am Deserted.

RADIO and I have in my house always
been lone dogs. The Girl Person's
interest in radio has been limited to

an occasional grunt of satisfaction at a piece
of music. The Lady Person is in another
world so far as the technique goes; radio is

music and suchlike diversions made by a
box of lamps. Only the Boy has stood by
me and searched Europe by dial-and now
Christmas has won over his allegiance to
chemistry and I am being cornered on every
possible occasion so that I may explain the
secrets of copper sulphate or other lump of
nastiness.

sionary to Billingsgate and announce an
S.B. of the Oxford Dictionary as corrected
by the Head Pronouncer.
October : A careless workman will drop
a crowbar through those Foundations and
nobody will hear it touch bottom. B.B.C.
will subsidise Scotland, to ensure bigger
and better Burns.
November : A trianglist from the studio in

the wine -vaults will put his wrist out of
joint and get transferred to Fishing Forecast Section, sub -section Hake.
December : Death of Bach. Bartok buys
bigger hat and writes -a cantata.

TWO NEW ONES.
ON PROBATION.
Queries by Alf.

OUR prolific correspondent, Mr. Mann o'

Middlesbro', wants to know about :

1. A station on the 60 rrt. band which
frequently refers to " Robot " but sounds like
Russian. 2. A station on 45.8 m'; call -sign

F N, gives Russian speech and no music.

3. Call -letters of the A msterdarricom rnercial
telephone station working Bandoeng on

25.6 m.

4. S. -American station working

Paris on 23 m. (Qy. : Bic or B. Aires? Ed.).

5, Call letters of German commercial telephone station on 18.5 m. Can anyone
oblige, please ?
The Scottish. Reglonai.
rpIE B.B.G.
has

THE MICROPHONE AT A TREASON TRIAL

" Ariel's " Almanack.

JANUARY :

DOES IT PAY ?

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

selected Wester.
glen, three miles

Mr.

south of Fa lkir k.

- Bach will oblige
with _ some more

Stirlingshire, for the
site of the projected

cantatas.
February : Work On

Scottish Regionalstat ion. The new station
will be similar to the
London and Northern
Regionals and will be

the foundations, of

music will continue,
and some prehistoric
semi -quavers will
then be unearthed.

the third transmitter

built under the

March,: Sir J. Eeith
will drop a pronounce-

B.B.C.'s Region al
scheme. It will

ment relating to his

'plans for raising our
mental stature.
April: Kipling will
continue . h is non -

replace the low -power

stations at Glasgow,

Edinburgh and
Dundee.

broadcasting on
"How the Arniy

got
its
naughty
words."
Mr. Bach
will cantata as before.
May : B.B.C. will
broadcast interview

tae it !

(laid luck

A Satisfied Constructor.

IF amongst all the

Standing on the left is Professor Rennin, the chief of the eight professors recently tried For plotting
against the Soviet Government. Another microphone is shown in front of the President of the

between Camera and
Cissie. Announcer will catch his jaw on a
nail whilst pronouncing Saskatchewan.
June : A well-known quintet will. blossom

into an octet. Sunday programmes will begin at four -thirty and Mr. _Bach will protest.
More "Old Moore."

JULY : B.B.C. will subsidise Mr. Bach
and pension Honegger off.
Mr.

Supreme Court.

(Right.)

Luck Was With Him.
AMANOR PARK reader (who forgot to

sign his name) tells of a crisis and

how he passed it in safety by a somewhat desperate 'remedy. His L.T. battery
chose to run down in the middle of a programme to which extra -special visitors were

listening. It was too late at night for him
"to got another accumulator and so, in deStravinsky will write to the " Daily spair, he tapped off a couple of cells from a
Mail " about it.
flash -lamp battery which had already seen
August : Mr. Newman, the musical critic, service elsewhere and actually got good
will overhear television test and declare - results for one and a -quarter hours. - He
it to be one of Bartok's finest pieces.
deserved his luck for 'being saucy enough
September : B.R.0 will gpm-1, a mis..
to tempt it.

circuits available

you wallow in

doubt as to which one

to tackle, why not

chance your arm and go straight for the
" Regional " Four ? Listen to a Bradford
man's unqualified approval of this set.

" This set is absolutely a knock -out ' and

stands alone, Selectivity, tremendous power

and pure in tone ; nothing more can be
desired. The set is streets ahead of anything I have listened to ; it does not play at
getting stations, it gets them quite as loud
as the local. Kalundborg, Motala, Daventry,

Paris, Huizen, and at least 35 stations on
the short waves."

Now then, ye doubters 1 What more
than that do you want ?
(Continued on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS

. Does Broadcasting Pay in U.S.A.?

The Newest Thriller.

(Continued from previous page.)

THE radio authorities in America ques-

Too Precious to Waste.

increase the size of their stations.- Ten

THE " Morning Post " publishes a story
from someone who called at a farm in
Airedale and finding the outside de-

serted knocked at the farmhouse door.

On entering he found farmer, wife, daughter
and two, farm hands shrouded from head to
foot in towels, all plucking Christmas geese

like mad, to the accompaniment of an
orchestra via radio.

" Aye ! " said Giles,

".we used to do this in t'barn, but we've

just gotten t' wireless'and we couldn't let it
be wasting- in t' house, so we've all come

tioned twenty broadcasting organisations who had sought permission to

disclosed an average annual profit of about
£5,800 each, whilst the remainder confessed
to an average annual- loss of £10,800 each.

It also came out that the average rate for

the use of a 5 -kw. station during the evening

is £62 and that only 30 per cent of the time
of the twenty stations was paid for ; hence

the desire to increase the publicity value
of their broadcasts by enlarging the possible

number of listeners.

Two New Ones.

inside."

ILIFT these with thanks to the " Tele-

Ariel at Portland Place.
REALLY, we are overwhelmed ! Famous

graph

and

Telephone

Age."

The

father of six daughters, while reading

as " P.W." is in every part of the

a telegram announcing the arrival of a

little expected that the spirit of " P.W."

and read the telegraph company's slogan,

globe where radio men are found, we

would be immortalised in sculpture. Yet
that is what is being done, for there's going
to be a carven figure of Ariel, representing
" Wireless " on the new B.B.C. building in
Portland Plate. The sculptor, Mr. Eric

Gill, is already busy with his mallet and
chisel.
hope that he will make a better
job of my classic features than does my
daughter when she sketches me !
The Intruder.

THIS Stuttgart obbligato to the London
-Regional is certainly a Number One
nuisance, especially when the Stuttgartians applaud or when some Teutonic
gentleman gets " all worked up " before
the microphone.

seventh girl, looked up to the top of the form
12!!!!!11111ffl!!!!!!!!!!!!Iliii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!illliu

SHORT WAVES.

" How marriage changes a man ! When
we were engaged Philip used to call me his g
everlasting loud speaker."-" Tin? By-

E little crystal set, and now he says I'm an
stander."

gible quantity by means of loosening a

A long talk turneth away listeners.
*

MOO -sic

THANKS to those who have expressed
themselves so prettily about my
Christmas article. It aroused special

interest at Catterick Camp amongst " Royal

Signals," a push of whose members with
experience of China have not known rain
in the north between October and April.
This was twenty years ago, and I assure
W. H. P. that it rained on the coast far a
week. Even in Shanghai I have known it
rain at Christmas -time for days together.
The Supply of Radio Salesmen.

H. P. then goes on to level questions
at me about radio salesmen,whom he
has evidently found to be somewhat
sketchy in technical knowledge.
The

possible, notably by the Marconiphone
people. The best technician is apt to be a

poor salesman ; pure technics do not sort
very well with the commercial mind, I have
found. I was trained as a technical analyst,

and when, during my lean times, I tried to
" travel "- in hair restorers the results were
zero, nil, nix, I couldn't sell a plank to a.
drowninae man !

All the best of luck to

W. H. P. and the Signals.

mission will include the broadcasting of
" That's Okay by me, Chief ! "

America, who have produced a remote
control device better than any others of
which I have heard. The control panel is
furnished with buttons and all one has to

7;_-.

cow, and offering its services for broadcasting. =
But would listeners appreciate such sweet
FURTHERING THE CAUSE.
We read in one of the Sunday newspapers

that a certain gentleman recently made his =
= wife run up and down stairs at the B.B.C.
= so that listeners might hear the effect of the
= exertion on her heart, which by means of E_
amplifiers and a relay was made to ring an
= electric bell.
" MAKING WHOOPEE ! " The small boy
next door trying to tune -in his new wireless
set.

011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

"If you want a boy,. call Western Union."

Secondly : " It is reported that the crowds

round the telegraph offices during the recent
eclipse of the sun were Scots sending Night
Letter Telegrams ! (N.L.T.'s are cheap rate
messages sent during the night.-Ed. " P.W.")

)117"..

growth of the " trade " has outstripped the
supply of technically informed salesmen.
That is not to be denied ; but as is well
recognised it is being remedied as fast as

putting up socialist agitations, and another
for pushing monkey -gland treatment. I
trust that among the cardinal sins the Com-

convenience is evidently designed only to
keep the-" idle-" rich idler.

*

German friend, for I can still hear his
" Some Radio Christmases."

" sponsoring " cancer cures, another for

to is to select a programme, press the proper
button-the receiver does the rest. A
duplicate set of buttons is fitted for control
at the set. The new apparatus adds about
£13 to the cost of the set, so that the extra,

*

It is understood that a farmer has written
to the B.B.C. claiming that he has a musical

sibilants !

=

he finished and I found that the fire was =

coupling and de -tuning slightly. Neverthe-

less I could cheerfully dispense with my

assigned wave -lengths ; one got the bird for

appears to have been worked out

THE NEW R VERSIONS.
Where there's a wail, there's a loud speaker.
E.7.

tions were placed on probation the other
day, mostly for the sin pf running off their

at last by the Radio Corporation of

= nearly out, it seemed such an insignificant
matter that I almost overlooked it," -writes
a contributor in the " Manchester Evening

and then I decided to put in some fancy

which one could find, in addition to patrolling the American ether. Thirty-one sta-

Remote Control.

I became so accustomed to thinking in
millions and of phenomenal heat that when

News."

On Probation.

LIFT?, for me would be duller if the
Federal Radio Commission of the
U.S.A. packed up. It publishes some
of the most useful and amusing statistics

WHAT I asked for quite two years ago

,

=
" Our own often leaves us cold." "Daily
= Mirror."
*
*
" During Sir James Jeans' talk on stars,
F-

yours by radio ; on Jan. 10th the fii:st
instalment of a story which is to be written
by six well-known detective story writers
was read by the B.B.C. Each will write
two instalments. Before leaving the subject
of detection may I appealto any sleuth who
reads this to tell me why the B.B.C.
announcer at
called
vehicle "
" vairkul " the other evening ?

*

" ICELAND BROADCASTS."

I stood it for about a week

work on the set. .Eventually I managed to
reduce the interference to almost a negli-

-

TF you want something quite novel in
1 the detective story department get

Explaining Away Bartok.

IN February the B.B.C. begins a series
I of " talks " called " New Friends- in
Music," which is to be an attempt to
" explain " the newer school of music to
what the B.B.C. admits is a body of puzzled
listeners. The list of new friends who are

to be explained away includes Bartok,
Hindemith and Stravinsky-all names

which most of us will associate with riclicuIons bursts of discord and/or eccentric
composition. I do not see the name of

Honegger, but I have no doubt ;that his
" explanation " will be given.

Surely we

do not wish music to be explained ; it

doesn't sound any better afte,swards, does it.?

A New Trade.

OUT of the welter of- new things created

and old things destroyed by radio
broadcasting, there stands in bold

relief the fact that the microphone is, preeminently suited to certain types of plays.
All that remains is to perfect the technique
and find the playwriters who can produce
matter which will go over."4
Young men who aspire to affluence, if
not to fame, might do worse than try their
pens in this direction, for who knows what
Pinero's and H. A. Jones's may be amongst
them ? The field is already invaded, for
during the period March, 1929 to September,

1930, about one-third of the plays broad-

cast by organisations belonging to the
Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion
were specially written for the microphone.

Amos 'n' Andy.
THE B.B.0 .'s-re-broadcast of these white
Riggers on December 31st was O.K.
as regards strength, but unsatisfactory
as to quality. There was a lot of " blasting
or, fading, which rendered it somewhat
difficult -Co follow. I do not think the day of
transatlantic broadcasts has yet come,
though I believe that by Beam wireless they
would be quite good.

The National Broadcasting Co.'s New
Year's message was very plain and very
cousinly,
of 'em.

The same to U.S.A., and many
ARIEL.
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BEHIND THE
MICROPHONE
BY CAPT.P.P.ECKERSLEY
Our Chief Radio Consultant tells you some of be- exciting

and often humorous kna'Aents titat haw mewed belfad

the scenes of broadcasting with special reference to earlier

In the next few weeks further articles by
Capt. Eckersley, in which he will record intimate, amusing and exciting incidents (some made ,publie for the very first time) will
appear in " P.W.," and new readers would be well advised to place an order for " P.W. ' so as not to miss them.

days at Writtle, where, it can truly be said, he initiated British broadcasting.
,,,GIVE us 'this day of rest that we look

back upon the way we have come,
and forward to the summit whither

our way lies."

So spoke a voice and speaks -

it still to 150 boys and girls every Sunday.
morning.

I have few days of rest, but a longtrain
journey forbids me ,more normal employment, so what better than to remember some

of the past and write it as it throws its
pictures upon the screen of a sensitized
mind ?

It's a long road we have come, and past
each overhanging bluff negotiated we have
seen still the encumbered path leading upwards to new and more formidable difficulties.

THE "MAN IN CHARGE"

Give us telephony, we. are

Schools in those days ; it was a question of

sluggards !

resultant disturbance they made.
If such a ratio is expressible as directly
proportional to the content of rare metals,
then Ditcham and Burrows were fittingly
described, as having " golden'" voices.
Chelmsford .was really the first ,British

not once but three times, and they beat

the ratio of R.M.S. value to peak in the

station to .do broadcasting. -4

had a power

of 15 kilowatts, its aerial was carried on_
500 -ft.. masts, and. it used a wave -length
to -day described as " long," so it was as

effective, as to carrying power, as many
existing European stations.
Where Is That Record?

A number of journalists in Rome took

down an accurate record of speech radiated
here in England. And that was 1919 !
I hazard a guess that we in England can

claim to have started high -power broadcasting before even the Americans. Dame
Nellie Melba sang from the station.
A packing shed was unpacked and a piano

hired, and even a carpet put down-sub-

sequently disdained because no singer will
stand on a carpet to sing. It is understood
that an enthusiast in Paris made a gramophone record of the resulting reception.
It would be interesting indeed, if it

bored with Morse ! " Their cry went up,

with their- heterodynes upon the portals of

bureaucracy and these too woke crying
" What is this about telephony ? Why
"Two Emma Took."

But the amateurs were peruasive-aaid at
last permission was granted for the Marconi

Company to start a station addressed to
amateurs. This station was erected and
took its more popular name from a village
hard by Chelmsford, its official designation

being 2 M T-on which combination of

letters one can weave many jeux des mots,
but I will refrain. I. was intrinsically
bound up with " two emma took
and many are the stories I could tell you.
A few will surely suffice.

For instance, the opening night I I will
not, I hope, be insulting the intelligence of

my more technical readers by drawing

attention to the fact that the values of the
components of electrical circuits have a distinct bearing upon their overall performance.
There is a condenser, for example, which
(Continued on page 892.)

BRITAIN'S FIRST BIG

had been kept, but one wonders if,
being an enthusiast, the owner later

BROADCAST

destroyed it. Because, of course, quality

then was not what we call quality today.
No negative on any grid, high -imped-

ance valves, some soft, loud speakers
which snarled rather than sang, and

the high tension for reception only
A photo ,of Capt. Eckersley taken while at work,
as Chiet Engineer of the B.B.C.

about 50 tired volts! But Chelmsford
was the first landmark.

The summit is lost in the mists of the. The P.M.G.'s Bombshell.

Unfortunately, initiative was disfuture, the past already lies. far below us,;
here clearly lit by the sunshine of memory couraged in this country by official
there half hidden in the shadows of dis- action, and the then Postmaster General ordered us to close down
appointment.
And many friends have been found and because we were "interfering with the
lost, some fickle and tricky, eager to lead hi other services." Incidentally, I admit
the easy places, missing when roping to- the indictment of :being one of those
gether is imperative : some very true and who was not sorry: a strong harmonic
loyal and still with us, some given up, some interfered seriously with aeroplane
new ones who have quickly -cilimbed-behind: wireless on:which subject I was then
chiefly engaged.
us the trail we have made.
Chelmsford ceased to be a name in
Those Golden Voices I
the world of wireless, peace fell upon
Back there in 1919 I recollect the mile- the ether, all was silent except for the
stone Chelmsford, with H. J. Round and chirping of the c.w. birds and the faint
W. T. Ditcham and Arthur Burrows, the oscillations of regenerative receivers.
latter having equally fine " modulating "
The amateurs of England (to whom
voices. Yes, we did riot so much -worry
the workers pray ?) woke us from
about whether people came from Public

our sleep crying "Up and onwards,

Dame

Nellie

Melba singing.

from the

Chelmsford

Station-an
historic radio
event referred

to by the:
author.
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PROGRAMME PEAKS
A revieW of broadcasting progress during the year 1930, with special reference
+

to the high -lights that found most favour with the listening public.

I

cited here being the following : St. David's

Brigade Exchange," a German war play,
by Ernst Johannsen, which was produced

Home for Tc4ally Disabled Soldiers and
Sailors, £1,376 St. Francis Leper Guild,
£1,357 ; Church Army, £1,194 ; Metropolitan Hospital Sunday Fund, £1,122. A

dramatic accomplishment so far.
The microphone play showed

signs

realised a sum of £1,500, and amounts of
more than £800 were received by the Ken-

length 'then ever. " Brigade Exchange
and `!. The Flowers are Not for You to

sington Council of Social Service, the Royal
Association in Aid of the Deaf and Dumb,
and the Heritage Craft Schools, Chailey.

specially written for broadcasting, took

IMportant Talks.

play was an hour and a' half, as witness

broadcast in 1930, several series were given
on political and economic subjects. During

of a microphone drama which sets
a definite standard for the future,

by Howard Rose, marks the peak of

during the year of becoming shorter in
Pick," one of Tyrone Guthrie's plays

less than an hour each, whereas some two
years ago the average time of a broadcast

` Carnival " and " Lord Jim."

National Police

Court Mission

broadcast from Geneva by British Government delegates.
Among the many series of educational
talks arranged by the Central Council for
Broadcast Adult Education, the following
were outstanding : " Science and Religion,"

a symposium to which the contributors
included Dean Inge, Professor Samuel
Alexander, the Bishop of Birmingham,

+
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rr HE year 1930 saw the production

-

appeal

Although no party political talks were

Professor Malinowski, Sir. J. Arthur Thomson, and Sir Arthur Eddington ; " The
Stars in Their Courses," by Sir James
Jeans ; " The Study of the Mind " and
" The Mind of a Child," by Dr. Cyril Burt ;
" To -day and To -morrow : A Philosophy
of Freedom," by Professor John Macmurray;

" The World and Ourselves," a series of
international conversations in which repre-

sentatives of Great Britain discussed national
differences, habits, and political outlook

with France, Germany, the United States
of America, Russia, Turkey, and Italy ;
" Bird -Watching and Bird Behaviour," by
Professor Julian Huxley ; " The Progress of
Music," by Dr. George. Dyson ; " The
Dark Continent," a symposium on Africa ;

and " The Youth of Industrialism," by
the Imperial Conference in London, talks
the most -by the Prime Minister of Great Britain Mr. H. L. Beales and Mr. R. S. Lambert.
favoured programmes of 1930, and three and by three of the Dominion Prime
Three National lectures were broadcast
such programmes were given weekly as a
in 1930: " Tendencies of
rule. The list of variety artists who were
Recent Investigations in the
heard during the year included 'scores of
THE LISTENING LORRY
Field of Physics," by Sir
names which are familiar on the stages of
J. J. Thomson
" Law,
theatre and music -hall. Series of vaudeville
Ethics, and Legislation,"
by
'
acts were arranged by Albert de Courville
Lord Hewart of Bury ; and
and Philip Ridgeway.
" Monetary Policy," by Mr.
Reginald McKenna.
Many Distinguished Artists.
Nlany experiments in disAmong many distinguished artists who
cussion, dialogues, and conhave given studio recitals may be menversations have been tried,
tioned Suggia, Gerhardt, Chemet, Supervia,
and considerable advances
Pouishnoff, Solomon, Landowska, Hinhave been made with the
neriberg-Lefebre, Myra Hess, Marie Hall,
technique of this part of the
Marcelle Moyer, Miriam Licette, and
programme.
Readings of
Gunther Ramin. Most of the principal
prose and poetry have reEuropean string quartets have taken
tained an important place
part in programmes, including the London
in the programmes.
String Quartet, the Brosa, Kutcher,
Stratton, and other British quartets ; the
Pamphlet Popularity.
Pro Arte, Kolisch, and Prague. Other
Group listening has grown
ensembles that have been heard are the
steadily. During the year
London Wind Quintet, the English EnVaudeville ranked among

more than seven hundred

semble, the Philharmonic Trio, and the

Quintet Instruraentale_ de Paris.
On the religious side the year has been
notable for the beginning of a system. of

listening groups have heard
wireless talks. This extra-

possible by the development of the Regional

tion of Area Councils and

ordinary

culation of the Programme
of Broadcast Talks, which
is issued three times a year,
and contains details of the
serial

In connection with the Week's Good Cause

sums from listeners, the few that can be

talks

arranged

in

advance, increased enor-

mously during 1930 ; in the
autumn of 1929 80,000 copies
A scene at Aldershot when members of the wireless section of the

Royal Engineers held a Field Day in which their transmitting

were published, and in the

autumn of last year 125,000
copies were needed.
The
Talks pamphlets' circulation
also increased from an average of 10,000 in
the autumn of 1929 to 16,000 last autumn.
Summer schools were held at Saltburn in
association with the W.E.A., and at Harleeh,
at which sessions were devoted entirely to
various questions of group leadership and
group listening.

and receiving lorries played an important part.

Sunday Appeals Success.

appeal on Sunday evenings, the scheme by
which the B.B.C. offered to act as almoners
and to receive lump sum contributions to
be distributed piecemeal over the year, or
any period, was further developed, and the
contributions were considerably extended.
The B.B.C. has received over £1,000, and is
now able to distribute a sum of £20 weekly
to the main appeal of the week. Individual
appeals resulted in the raising of generous

is

Local Committees. The cir-

scheme in the south. From March 16th
onwards it has been possible on certain

Sundays to offer the listener a choice of two
different types of service, one on the
National wave -length and one on the
Regional. Such a choice is not offered more
than twice a month, since the second Sunday
is still devoted to St. Martin -in -the -Fields,
without alternative, and the fourth Sunday
is as it has always been, shared among the
stations as a National broadcast.

development

largely due to the co-opera-

contrasting or alternative services made

Ministers were broadcast. A series of talks
on " Trade Within the Empire " was given,
to which contributions were made by Sir
Arthur Salter, Sir Basil Blackett, Mr. F. L.

Macdougall, Lord Beaverbrook, and Sir
William Beveridge. Two talks were given
by Sir John Simon on " The Problem of

India," following on the publication of the
Simon Report.. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer gave an explanatory talk on the
Budget. During the Session of the League of
Nations Assembly, weekly talks were

THE COMET
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If you are the fortunate possessor of a "This Year's
`Magic Three " set (described in "P.W.'s" March
1st and March 8th, 1930), you can now very easily
introduce panel wave -changing without affecting the

set's ordinary or short-wave efficiency in any way.

Full details are given below by A. JOHNSON-RANDALL

rrHE " Magic " Three, undoubtedly one
1 of the most popular designs evolved

by the "P.W." Research Department,
is very readily adaptable to wave -changing.

And the great success of the " P. W."

"Dual -Range " coil has brought in hundreds
of

requests .from enthusiastic "Magic"

owners asking for details of the alterations
required in order, to insert this coil unit into
existing receivers, in place of the present

right out of circuit. Readers can obtain

back numbers of the November 29th issue
from the Back Number Department, Bear
Alley, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4,
price 4d. post free.
Those who wish to make the dual -wave
unit for themselves will find a reprint of the
constructional details in the " Radiotorial "

columns of the December 13th issue of
POPULAR WIRELESS.

Moreover,, the coils can be obtained ready

plug-in coils.

wound from a number of firms which

A Problem Solved.

Now the " Magic " Three as it stands is

suitable for any wave -length because it is a

relatively simple matter to take out the

plug-in coils, and to insert others of larger
or smaller sizes, according to the wave -band
it -is desired to receive signals upon. For

advertise in " P. W."
And now let us see what we have to do in
order to bring the " Magic " Three right up
to date.

used in all the "
wave -change circuits
einploying " Dual-RangO, "

A suitable type of wave -change switch
is one with three contact springs of equal
length. When the switch knob is pulled the

metal contact at the end of the' plunger

joins all three springs together, and when
the knob is pushed in the three springs
are insulated from each other. The knob
is pulled out for the medium waves, and
pushed in for the long waves.
Placing the Switch.

Now, what about the. position of the

wave -change switch on the panel ? This
is not very critical, but appearance counts
for something,

0005 tuning condenser C,
With regard to the coil unit

instance, it is easy for the Magic" owner
to experiment on the short waves by em preying a set of special short-wave induct-

itself, the components on the
baseboard at the detector end
of the " Magic " Three are not
in any way crowded, and with
the two coil holders removed
there is a good deal of room

ances.

It was for this reason that the extra

aerial terminal, A5, and a small neutralising type condenser were included in the design.

If the standard " Dual -Range " coil is
inserted in the " Magic " Three, the set is

to spare. If necessary, one or
two of the components, such as
grid condenser q, the potentiometer, the grid leak R, and the
valve holder V, can be moved
a little to make more room.

no longer suitable for short-wave reception,

and therefore becomes a two -wave -band
receiver..

number of readers have pointed_ out
that they do not mind this, since they use
the set chiefly for reception on the medium

The Wiring.

and long wave -bands, thus they are prepared

The six -pin coil base, end

fo sacrifice the short-wave advantages to

the .002 compression -type vari-

able condenser are mounted in
accordance with the general
scheme shown in the wiriie4
diagram. Note particularly the

obtain the benefits of wave -change switching.
There is, however, a simple solution to the

difficulty, hecause the dual -range coil unit
can be mounted upon a six -pin adapter, and
plugged straight into a six -pin. base.

alteration in the leads to the

reaction condenser.

Coil Construction Details.

Ono side of the It F. choke

Full details of this modification to the
coil were given in the
".Dual -Range

will now go to M on the differential condenser Ca instead of
to F2. F2 goes to 2 on the
six -pin base or 83 on the coil,

November 29th issue of POPULAR WIRELESS

in the description of the coils for the " Interchange " Three receiver. Particulars of

and also to the wave -change
switch, the 002 compression.
type condenser and to L.T. -.
Fi goes to pin No. 0 on the

the construction of a suitable short-wave
coil unit were also given..

and a good

place for it is just below the

SHORT -WAVERS STILL AVA ILABLE

-

Thus in the case of the "Magic" Three

it was decided to employ the " Interchange "
Three scheme in order to retain all, the
advantages of plug-in coils, giving the best

and most modern type of high efficiency

wave -change 'circuit for ordinary br6adcast

work, or in a few seconds, a perfectly

normal short-wave arrangement, with the
wave -change switch and its wiring put

-The " P:W." "Mal -Moil Unit is -mounted on a six -pin base, so You
get panel wave-changinglor_the ordinary waves, and, by changing
the unit, yon can still go right down to the very short waves.

First of all, it is necessary to remove the
two coil holders, 1.2 and L2, that is the two

coil holders in which the X and reaction
coils are normally inserted: Next, the

panel must be drilled to take a three -contact wave -change switch of the type

.

six -pin base, or to R on the coil
unit.

Hence, in commencing the new wiring,
the three leads from the differential cue
denser should bo removed altogether, in eluding the wire from the point on the F,
-

lead to P on the valve bolder V1.
(Continued on nest page.)
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" MAGIC "
WAVE -CHANGING.

W388

(Continued from previous page.)

The rejector circuit requires no alteration,
with the possible exception that the existing
flexible lead from S, may need lengthening.
The whole of these alterations can be

carried out in a single evening, and the
tuning is identical with that of the old

C4

Magic " Three.

.0005-

Handling the Change -Over.

The Dual -Range " coil is plugged into
the six -pin base and the knob of the wave -

change switch pulled out for the medium
wave -band.

The clip at the end of the

3 CONTACT

flexible lead from S1 is attached to terminal
1 on the six -pin base. _Remember, a crocodile clip is necessary, because this lead has
to be attached to a point on the short-wave
winding when the short-wave coil is inserted
in the six -pin base in place of the standard
" Dual -Range " coil.

WAVECHANGE
SW/7-CH

&LAMENT
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111'

THE EXTRA PARTS NEEDED
1 Six -pin coil base (Lewcos, or Magnum,
Wearite, Formo, etc.).
1 .002-mfd. (max.) compression -type

condenser (Formo, or Igranic, etc.).

1 Three-point

wave -change

switch

reamiNALs
or 1/2& V3

.002

tilF0 (a.)
(114X)"-'

VALVE

MOLDERS
ETC.

F/
'11(

REAC770N

P2

Cone?

(Bulgin, or Red Diamond, Wearite,

Ready Radio, Ormond, Magnum, etc.).
Coils : See text.

[

Wire, screws, piece of flex, etc.
7,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111hT

The operation of the rejector is not

affected.

With regard to the compression -type
condenser, this gives( a range of capacity
values between 001 and .002. With the

(52)

3. 0/ 6
j

C5

adjusting knob screwed right down the

5
0 ,45'$)

(G)

7x3)2

rp (:(R)
0

(A)

1

.0003

maximum value is obtained, and this gives
the weakest coupling.
Therefore, when the wave -change switch

MFO

O

POTEN T/OMETER
400 ON/ -15

Is pushed in for the long waves for the

first test this compression condenser should

be varied from maximum to minimum
until the best results are obtained,
Short -Wave Adjustments.

Next we have the operation of the set on
the short waves. The Dual -Range " coil
is removed, and in its place is inserted the
little unit described in the November 29th

Nevr:
TYPE
Cona!?

The aerial
lead is connected to terminal A2 instead of
issue of POPULAR WIRELESS.

to A, as for the medium and long wave-

bands. The flexible lead is removed from
terminal 1 on the six -pin base, and is

attached to certain points on the winding
of the short-wave coil.

This gives you your
adjustment of aerial coupling.
Since you will already have carried out a
certain amount of short-wave work prior to

oL.T--,

Hr-Erg

the modification, you will know that the

neutralising -type condenser should be kept
at maximum, that is, with the moving plates
fully engaged with the fixed, and reduCed if
difficulty is found in getting a satisfactory
control of reaction.

A2
If you compare this new wiring with the aerial and detector end of the blue print, you will see
that the alterations are quite simple and straightforward. Blue prints of the original " This Yearlt
Magic' Three " are still available at 71d. post free. (Number 55.)
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leting..

Here are some practical suggestions as to methods of mounting the
" Clear -Cut " Cone described
and hints for getting from it
the best possible results.
by different people, so put it mouth
-downwards on a flat surface, press

IN our last article we told you how to
make the actual chassis portion of the

" Clear -Cut " none speaker, and now we.

come to the question of mounting it up for
use. This is decidedly important, for to- get
proper reproduction of the bass notes you
must use it in conjunction with a baffle of
suitable size and type.

By the way, the use of the free -edge

principle -does not prevent you from getting
a. full proportion of bass. It is sometimes

thought that since with a free -edge cone
you cannot get a completely soundproof

joint between the cone and the

baffle,

there must be a serious loss of the lower
frequencies.
The Free Edge. '

'

,

It is true that a small gap .must be

allowed between cone and baffle all round

the edge, since if - they touch a buzzing
sound is apt to result. If this gap is reason-

ably small, howeVer, there is no loss of
bass which can be detected by the ear.

down gently, and measure it

as

accurately as you can.
The dimensions given provide a gap of

is in. all round the cone, which we have
found quite harmless. The chassis is to be
so mounted to the back of the baffle that
the edge of the front (main) cone comes

a little way through the thickness of the
baffle.

For this purpose three small panel
brackets (brackets -with one arm 3 in. and
one 2 in. are suitable) can be -used, and the
photo shows one of them. Just a little care

'is needed in fitting these to get the cone
nicely centred in the hole.
Having 'got the chassis on to the baffle,
you have an unwieldy object which
requires support. One scheme is to fit it

with feet and stand it in a corner of. -the
room, so concealing the " works " behind,
and some may pider this.

LOW

We rather. prefers a speaker mounted a
little higher, so we fitted ours up so that
it could be hung in the angle of a corner from
the picture. rail. Behind the baffle we at-

tached a right-angled wood' framework to
fit the corner of the room, and we hung the

speaker by cords going up from this to

hooks in the picture rail (or the Niro.% of

course).

Fixing the Frame.

A photo shows this wooden frame pretty
clearly, and you will see that it is, made of
six strips about l in. X 3 in. in section.
Lengths will 'depend upon the size of
baffle you decide upon., but it is very easy to

make a full-size drawing Wore you start
and measure the sizes off from this.

Get a sheet of paper large enough for
the job (the kind the domestic authorities
use for covering -shelves, for example), and

you will find the drawing quite easy to

make if you remember that there is a rightangle at the back of the frame-

AND HIGH NOTES !

Quite a large gap must be used befOre
there is a falling off which can really be
heard. So 'long as it is not more than
perhaps a quarter of an inch there is no
need to fear any lack of bass.
What you will notice with the " Clear Cut," 'of course, is the lack' of the dull and
boomy tone so often heard from speakers
of the Cone type. When' bass is really
called for the Clear -Cut " reproduces it,
but it does not turn everything it possibly
can into " imitation bass as so many do.

work.

The angle at the back

is

stiffened up with two strips of
the same wood (now you see
why we mentioned six in all);

but a single piece of thicker
square -section wood (say, 11 in.

x 1§ in.) could just as well be
used.

Length about 12 in.,

but this, again, can be altered
to suit your own ideas..
Side Supports.

The four side strips, of course,
must be bevelled where.they are
fixed to the baffle. The fixing is
done with screws going through

Method of Mounting.

Now, about this baffle business. What
you want first of all is a good solid board,
not less than about in. thick, and preferably I in. Its,not a sounding board or
anything of that Sort; and it must be thick
enough to be quite " dead." We ourselves'

them at a bit of an angle into
the baffle (a good thick baffle
makes this quite easy if you

drill the holes first).

Here are the sizes of the

original side strips, which you

used a board 1 in. thick, but this is not

may find helpful as a guide :
Two 14 in. over all (i.e. including bevelled -off end) and

really necessary from the strictly practical
point of view.

As to size, about 20 in. spare serves

the purpose excellently, although you 'can

two 14k. in.

only a slight loss of bass. The baffle yon see

can quite well be fitted into

Now a final hint. ,The chassis

come down to about 14 in. square with

in the photo measured 21 in. x 23 in.
The round hole, in the middle any carpenter will cut for you if you don't possess
a keyhole saw. Its diameter should be
in. larger than the diameter of the mouth
of the front cone. There are likely to' be
slight variations in the cone when made up.

the ordinary kind of cabinet if
desired. The easiest way is to

cut a sort of dummy baffle to fit
To give good response the
assembly must be mounted securely to the
baffieboard. This picture shows how ordinary panel brackets

can be used, and it also illustrates the side supporting -pieces
which enable the loud speaker to fit into a corner of the room.

inside the front of the cabinet,
and mount the chassis on this
with panel brackets as before ;
then -screw the baffle into the
cabinet.
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A London High Light.

1-0-;.-4P-.*

Reminiscences of her girlhood days and

LATEST BRQADCASTING

of her life at the Imperial Ballet School;
where she was for eight years, and later of
her experiences as premiere danseuse at:the
Imperial Russian Court,, will be told 13Y
Madame Karsavina in a talk in the series
Yesterday -and To -day," which is to
heard by National and other listeners 9n.
Friday, January 23rd.
On the same evening. Tommy Handley,
who has not been heard for some time, is,
to make a welcome reapPearance before the
microphone in a vaudeville, programme
together with Lillie Totter, Mabel Constati.diuos and _Michael Hogan. Joan and Nancy

THE TELEVISION POSITION
+ BETTER TALKS-A BOXING t

1-BROADCAST-.A LONDON 0

HIGH-LIGHT-BURNS' NIGHT f
PROGRAMMES.

4

*s4 -0-0-0-0--0--0-

-0-.0- -0-

THERE is no present intention on the
part of the B.B.0 to begin a series of

transmissions by the new H.M.V.

process of Television. The indications are

that the Baird transmissions may be
rearranged so as to come on at more con-

and other things, which are to be contributed by Bobcat Burnett, the Scottish

baritone, and David Stephen.
Burns' Night Celebrations will also be
heard on Monday, January 26th, when the
proceedings of the Cardiff Caledonian
Society's dinner are relayed from the
They will include
Cardiff City. Hall:
speeches by the Earl of Dumfries, President
of the Society, who will propose the loyal
toasts,and by Mr. J. A.

Haminertan, the well-

NEXT WEEK :

, venient times, and with -less frequency than

last year.

"doings "will be supplied by -Scotland, but
:Seetsraen outside their own land will hear
them via, the National wave -lengths,
Dr. James Devon will preside over the
special programme which he hassarranged
of songs, readings, comments, observations,

knownaut hor and editor,

A REGIONAL
BROOKMANS REJECTOR

It is believed also that the

B.B.C. engineers will soon take a hand in
the effort of trying to develop. television,
first of all by the Baird method.

ALSO

Better Talks."

The struggle over talks at Savoy Hill has
coneluded in a way, which most listeners
will ,cordially approve. There is to be much
More flexibility .of arrangement in future..
Also, talks will kayo to compete with
music and drama and vaudeville in terms
of genuine entertainment value.

It is not anticipated that there will be

any. reduction in the volume of talk or in

the determination to' carry on with the

adult education policy ; but it is hoped that
many talles will be improved in human
interest" and showmanship.
Another advantage, too, will be the introduction .,of controversy, political and
economic. It may be ungracious to criticise
in, the face of -.these far-reaching improve-

The
.

6

Station -Change

One

.

. -a set that switches over from one programme 'to
another a ithout re -tuning. Ideal for the 'old folks!
ALSO

AT HOME WITH

TOMMY
HANDLEY

.

Allen -Brown, Edgar Fairchild, and
Robert Lindholm, the Sayan
Singers,

and Jack 'Payne

and -

ments, but it. is perhaps a pity that the. his B.B.C. Dance Orchestra:

B.B.C. 'does not yet, have the courage to
allow religious controversy, and also to
admit alternatives on Sundays.
A Boxing Broadcast.

Here is a piece of advance news for the

Burns' Night -Programmes..

January 25th, Burns' Night, - this year

falls on Sunday, so that the official recognition in the broadcast programmes will take

place on the night Were. As usual, the

. sporting fraternity, the' ladies as well as
the men who take an interest in fisticuffs
and complain that broadcasting does so
prefer to call "the noble art."

Oa ,Monday, February 2nd, -Bert Kirby,
holder of the Lonsdale _Belt,. is fighting
- -Jackie Brown for the fly -weight cha,m-

Foyle Chitreher.'

*

E LISTENER

little-amounting -in the 'aggregate perhaps

to almost nothing-to foster what they

the guest of the evening, who will propose
"The Immortal Memory." The toast of "The
Lassies," proposed by Mr. Ronald Macintosh, Will be responded to by Dr. Mollie

By.:; " PHILEMON."
. A critical survey- of some of the recent programmes, with
frarat camments ..on the fare provided _and the way it is served up.

pienship. of Great Britain, at Belle Vue

* -0 -4- 40,0-.0-

have been made to describe the _fight in
the form of an intermittent running

What's Ina Name ?
son's " Break, break, break," as being one
In lookingrover the programme -of Talks . of the finest lyrics in the English language,
the other day it occurred to me that the and immediately proceeded to misquote it !
B.B.C. might do worse than take a leaf out Oh, these literary editors !

Stadium, -Manchester, and- arrangements

commentary.
This description will be broadcast as part.

of the National programme, and
of
course, also be radiated from all Northern
Stations. The contest., which begins at
9.45 p.m., is to go on, failing a knock -out
or premature stop, for fifteen rounds, each
of three minutes. It is intended to describe

the preliminary scenes and the. first few

4- -0 -0- -0- -O.-

r0- -0- -0- -0- -0-4.

of the book of the more popular kind of
journalism and try to find more attractive
titles.
Presumably they wish these talks to ,be
heard by as many as possible ; but such a
title as " The Enjoyment of Literary
Ferias " is enough to put anybody off. It
did indeed, put the announcer off ; for he
gave it as the " Enjoyment of Literature."
Anybody who knows- Dr. Delisle Burns
will know that seine extremely interesting
talks will emerge from the packet with the
rather dull label, " Contacts Between

rounds, afterwhich there will bemusie from
'- the -studio for about -ten -minutes, and then
'more details of the progress of the match.
and a description of the next few rounds.
This method will go on until the fight is
decided, descriptions of the contest alternat- -Peoples of To -day." Is there really any harm
ing with *studio music: The evening will in dressing the shop window ?
conclude with a relay of dance music from
the Midland Hotel, 14Ianchester, so., that Poetic Licence.
from 9.40 p.m. the whole programme will
In Mr. J. C. Squire's first talk on the
emanate from the Northern Region.
" Enjoyment, etc.," he referred to Tenny-

-0-

-4- -0-0

*

Who Wants Broadcast Plays ?

The result of a referendum in a certain

popular paper on, the question of what

listeners like best in the programmes was
that Popular Music and Vaudeville win,
Classical Music and Talks are placed ; while

Plays and Chamber Music are among the

" also ran."
I was. surprised to find plays so low in the
list. It cannot be that plays are not popular..

It may be that the right sort of play has
not yet been discovered.
Personally, I regret that so many of the
plays broadcast are tragic ones ; and others

(like the Shakespearean plays) have to
be cut down so severely that_ they really
lose most of their character and quality.
(Owainued en page 01)
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TH ADIO STARS
A further article in our series of
exclusive and intimate sketches
of famous broadcast artistes. A
popular comedian tells how he
discovers his humorous material
7.-LEONARD HENRY.

I'm dead keen on Soccer, but I haven't

WELL, here you are," said Leonard
Henry. " This is what you might
call ,my sanctum-where I work
on those rare occasions when I'm at home.
" You'd better describe it for myself.
"

I'm afraid I never look at it., personally.

It's never cleaned (not by me, at least), and
I generally have so much to do when I am

here that I don't stop to survey the scene,
as it were. You'd better describe it for
yourself."
Unfortunately it is practically impossible
to describe Leonard Henry's sanctum !
It is all books, manuscripts and sheet music,
with a certain amount of untidiness which is

seen a game for years. In the old ,days,
when I was with Charlot at the Prince of
Wales Theatre, there were times when we
didn't have Saturday- matinees, and then

I was' able .to go down and watch the

Corinthians, and I'd cheer like blazes.
Listening to Others.

" But not now.

In the broadcasting

humour line you have to be constantly on
the alert, and, as I say, I honestly haven't
had a free -Saturday for Years : certainly
not for this past year. Ah, how I'd like to
go and see the Corinthians -or the Hamlets.
The captain of the Hamlets is a friend of
mine, and he's alwaya begging me to see
them.

"I think you can safely put me down as
sportist,' as the French say ; but not an
midnight oil. The piece de resistance is a - aactive
sportist."
typewriter on which Leonard types all his
" And what about wireless," I inquired,
own manuscripts for broadcast Sketches feeling
Home and L. H. really hadn't
and revues, while standing above a pile of much inthat
common. " Have you a
music is a toy stuffed eh" Have I a wireless set ? -Oh, how many
people have told me I ought to buy a wireA Lot of Hard Work.
Cats are his mascots, as you will know if less set and listen -in sometimes to other

the natural result of the burning of much

you have ever seen him on the stage.

" It's no use you asking me what I do

"UNCLE LEONARD"

at home," cut in Leonard before I had time

artistes, suggesting that in that way I
might myself be then worth hearing ! And

I have to tell th,,se rude, folk that I have
a wireless set a five -valve portable.

" I bought it one time when my mother
particularly wanted to hear me (she feels
that way at times) and couldn't be at the
studio, so she heard me on the portable: and

since then she's used it a lot. But I never'

get time to use the thing, at least not
often."

" Anyway," I suggested, " it might be

interesting if you were to hear other
artistes at times, particularly humorists."
" To be strictly accurate," said Leonarcr,

" it was only a few weeks ago that I heard

Clapham and Dwyer on the wireless-on

this portable-although I have known

them for years and have, of course, often

been with them actually in the studio ;

strange to hear old friends on
the wireless for the first time. The same
applies to Stainless Stephen, whom I heard
radio-ly for the first time recently, and to
Mabel Constanduros."

Regarding a Rumour.
" Don't you ever

listen to foreign
stations ? " I queried, whereupon LeOnard

scratched his head and shifted his pipe
from one side of his mouth to the other.

to get a notebook ready, " because I just
don't. Every day, Sundays included, is a
twelve-hour day for me. Either it's rehearsing at the B.B.C., preparing new songs, new

"If you call Radio Paris a foreign station,"

he said, " then the answer is in the ' in-

firmary.'

patter or devising new stage turns.
" I have found that since I took up broad-

" I heard Radio Paris last week-for the

casting, about four years ago, my stage
work has increased enormously-which,
professionally speaking, isn't at all unpleasant, of course, but it means a whole

first time-when they were doing some

gramophone records. Poor stuff. I suppose

they put over the better concerts in the

evening, when I can't hear them."
" What about chemistry ? " I inquired.
" IS there any truth in the rumour that you
started out in life as a chemist ? And do
you still play about with stinks ' ? "
" Now we touch on ancient hiStory," said

lot of hard work.
"I expect you think I'm swanking when

I honestly tell you I don't know what the
general arrangement of my own ' den ' is
like. But I ony come in here when I have

a new tune to work out or a humorous

Leonard with a smile.

" I am an old

Alleynian, and in those days I studied

sketch to type. Sometimes some humorous
patter will suggest itself while I am coming

chemistry with the -idea of going in as a
manufacturing chemist. I went in all
right, and came out with a jerk.

home from a broadcast, or from a show,
and then I dash in here and put it into type
before it's forgotten.

How He Started.

No pme for Hobbies.

" Ark impromptu explosion (I was at the
bottom of it, and literally at the top of it)
in the lab. one day put an end to that as a

"And other times, when there is a special

dertillid for something new, ideas simply
just won't come, and I pace up and down
tiger -like " (he demonstrated the tiger -like
pace !) " scratching my pate and worrying

career; and I had to go 'away to the seaside
to get over the effects.

the old brainbox until it devises something."

concert

" So it's no use me asking if you have

any hobbies," I inquired.
" No harm in you asking," said Leonard,

" but the eery thought makes me weep.

recent photograph of the famous comedian

whose

breezy

broadcasts delight millions of
listeners.

" There I made friends with a visiting
party, started 'being a ' funny
man,' 'and now here we are. I've never
turned back to the' stinks.' The only
chemical change I seek .to make nowadays
(Continued on Page 892.)
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I should like to see the completely

------/-4-4-4,0-4-0,--01

A page of information'of particular interest to short-wave euthuslas.!s,

screened chassis as the standard, design for
short -wavers, with one tuning control
(ganged ; if necessary) and a- mains plug.
Then we could say that we had been doing
something.

By W. L. S.

all -mains short -wavers seem to be the queer

SHORT-WAVE NOTES
in which various forthcoming organised tests are discussed.

REGARDING my none too complimenIN tary remarks last week on the subject
of 1930 and the radio conditions
pertaining thereto, a member of the " P.W."

staff has taken me to task for " speaking

irreverently of the dead," and expressed the
that ..L
already be unpopular
with 1931. Should 19t1 also prove a bad
year, therefore, I am to expect all the blame

opinion,_

to be thrown on me, as far as " P.W. is
concerned. I sincerely hope that the

necessity will not arise, and 1931 has already
shown itself very favourably disposed.
On the first day of the New Year I logged

"One of the chief troubles in the path of
variation in the character of the mains in
different parts. I have made one that has
gone perfectly well at my house but has

been impossible to use on account of mains
hum at a friend's place at the other side of
London. Likewise, I have met one that I
could not get to function properly, but that
someone else did.

listeners a chance of logging unprecedented
numbers of U.S.A. and Canadian stations.
And_ astly (most illogically) I will mention

.that the R.S.G.B. 10=metre tests are now in
full swing, each Sunday during this month
being occupied in this way. All records for
the minimumamount of sleep will be broken,
as several of the more cut husiastic entrants
will keep watch for the, whole twenty-four

Why Not Rome ?

Given enough time to worry about with
the set and get everything "just so;" there

hours.

is no reason why anyone -should not be able
to Make a mains -operated short -waver eat

"B.B.C. Quality."
I -am glad to see from the January issue of
"Q S T ' that the 160 -metre 'phone Man is
thought quite- a lot of in -the States. Over

Out of his hand, but 'for' a mass-produced
very different tale.
" G. B." of Honiton, is awarded the palm.
for the strangest phenomenon of the week.
He hears amateurs in vast numbers on the

'Article it is

stations in alj continents, and on the third
I heard several Australians (just after here the DI merchants that never emerge
midday) coming over with a strength that above 40. metres are,rather apt to belittle
they have not touched since 1928-at least, mere 'phone . work across 'London, or
not while I hive had the 'phones on. So -between Yorkshire and 'Bedfordshire.
hats off to 1931 !
Many of them realise for the first time
Buenos Aires Again.

" L. H. S.," of London, informs me that
the reason why I 1 M111, the famous Italian
telephony station, has been off the air is
that he is now ba the United States. A very
good reason, too. " L. H. S." has logged

80 -metre band, but has never yet heard

Rome, and is very annoyed because I keep
making allusions to his great strength on this
wave!

A COMPLETE AEROPLANE INSTALLATION

heard were not on 160
metres ? It seems very

strange that you

metres, at good strength. For the power
used (200 watts) this is not bad going.
Reports of Buenos Aires telephony con-

should hear none on
160 and lots on 80,

for conditions are
usually vice versa.
Otherwise, I have
nothing to suggest

This station has certainly
made his presence felt, and the remarkable
thing is that conditions have not been right
for receptiOn of South American amateurs
for, months. When they are right- they
simply pour in; and one cannot help
wondering what sort of noise L S X would
make then.
tinue to flow in.

except that you are
completely screened in

some way from that
direction.

The five weekly

" S. C. G.," of Swindon, is the first to write

as good as those on the -550 -metre wave this

station should be worth receiving.
British Empire Radio Week.

The Radio Society of Great Britain has
arranged a " British Empire Radio Week "
in February which, with the aid of decent
conditions, should afford a good opportunity
of logging some real. DX. So keep your
ears open from midnight on February 21st,

until the same time on the 28th, and

perhaps you will hear some parts, of the
British Empire that have not yet agitated

your diaphragms.
A trophy is being awarded to the station

in the British Empire scoring the highest
-number of marks during, the week ; the
,113arks are awarded for the numbers -of
contacts _with stations,in various parts, and

the wave -band on which - the contact is

J made' will also be taken into account. All
amateur bands are open.
Following on this we have the A.R.R.L's
Fourth International Relay:Contest, nin on
the same lines as in previous years, affording

not all mixed up in
harmonics, and that

the amateurs, you

V R Y, Georgetown, British Guiana, on 43.5

me regarding reception of Radio Budapest
on about 70 metres. He finds his strength
equal to that of Rome on 80.
I fairly admit having been caught napping
this time ; 70 metres has never been a very
lively wave, and I simply have not thought
of listening there. If the programmes are

Are you sure,

" G. B.," that you:are

This is a complete transmitter and receiver for use on aeroplanes, which was
shown at a recent exhibition. The wind -driven generator can be seen on

the extreme left, and it will be noted that the set itself is suspended by
means of rubber bands.
-

when they try it out that it is just as

difficult to put "

quality 'phone
across London as it is to work 'Australia on

the key. Vide the extraordinarily small
number of really first-class 'phone stations
that one hears on the amateur bands. The

" second-class " variety is coming on in

numbers now, and all credit- to the owners,

stations are :

H B 9 X D, Zurich,
Switzerland,
metres ;

on
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H R B, Honduras, on
48.62 metres (Tuesdays, Thursdays, Satur.
days and Sundays);
W N C, Ocean Township; N. J., on 30.77
metres
Z L W, Wellington, N.Z., on 27.3 metres ;
and
L S H, Buenos Aires, on 14-5 metres.
-

,

but unfortunately the majority of it is
anything up (or down) to about " tenth-

olas-" still.
-In this I am being hyper -critical, hut by

STATION INFORMAT:ION-

fii:st-class " I mean a transmission that is
literally indistinguishable from the B.B.C.
transmissions; and not land -line transmissions at that !

land -line the B.B.C. always employs two circuits,

Short -Wave Set Design,

other a stand-by control line.

When connecting two --of its transmitters by

the better one being the music line and the

When one stakes stock or the extra-

ordinary progress in the: design of broadcast
receivers during the last few,yearsit,-seems
rather strange 'that, the average short -waver

is not much better than its three -year -old
brother: From the point ef view -of result's
Fain afraid my own isn't, hitt it ,ethtaiiily

is an improvement on the old one for
" handlability."

Vienna is one of the "Continental stations
that has been carrying out'experiments with
-

relaying foreign
grammes.

(including. English) pro*

If you write to the Katowice (Poland) station

about their transmissions; your reply comes
over the microphone in the French language.
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No, this is not the description of a call on the

Prime Minister, but details of a "
at the B.B.C.'s latest studio.

"

By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

MO. 10 STUDIO is the converted warehouse on the South Side of the Thames,

near Waterloo Bridge, which is used
for the new Wireless National. Orchestra.
(This orchestra has so many players that no
studio at Savoy Hill is large enough for it.)
It is reached via a long narrow flight of
stone steps running down from Waterloo

Bridge Road, and after the dingy, dark

street in which the building is situated, the
bright and comfortable interior of the studio
comes as a pleasant surprise.
It has a colour scheme of light green and
pale yellow. The brick walls are painted
in the latter colour, the iron girders, wood-

work, and the thick carpet which covers

the floor being green.
The Soloist's Mike.

The studio is about 20 or 25 feet high,
and the ceiling is draped with cloth.
The illumination is particularly good,
being provided by a number of hanging

bulbs with plain white fabric shades. These
numerous lights, the bare girders and
painted walls, all combine to give the effect

of a miniature Exhibition Hall like that

at Olympia.
I arrived a few minutes before one of the
Sunday night programmes was due to start,
and as soon as I was seated I looked round
for the microphones. There were apparently

only two, one suspended just above the
conductor's platform, and the other on a
stand a little to one side. This, I later
found out, was for the purpose of " picking
up " the soloist.
As zero hour arrived everyone took their
places, looking perfectly calm about every -

thing, and the conductor (in evening dress)
stepped to his dais. The next moment the

red lights, one at each end of the studio,

flashed on and off, and the announcer called,
" Quiet, please ! "
Now the red lights were glowing steadily,
and a fainiliar. voice . began, The first
.

I also thought, strangely enough with sonic
slight annoyance, of the sets that had been
switched off or ignored. The orchestra was
working hard and enthusiastically ; the conductor and many others being 'in their
shirt sleeves.

I am told that many people can appre-

item on our programme, etc." No louder
than for ordinary conversation, it was not
as clear, where I was sitting, as it comes
through on the loud speaker.

ciate so-called ." highbrow music better
when they can see the orchestra than when

full swing, and I was ma -king_ comparisons

melodies (forgive me for putting it thus,

Without any fuss the concert was in

with the same orchestra coming over on
my loud speaker. What conclusion did I

come to, you ask ?
Well, personally, I do not think the
effect from a good loud speaker on a good
set is Much inferior to the reality. The
instrument which seemed to me to be most

different was the flute, and- naturally we
can do with more power on the very low
and extra high notes. Still, the difference
is noWhere so great as some Would have
us believe.
Coats off !

Dead silence _reigned during the break
between one movement of an item and the

next, and I thought of the 'many homes

where a similar silence must have reigned.

THE ORCHESTRA READY FOR THE RED LIGHTS

they hear over the radio.

I think the

reason is because they can see the conductor.

He seems to give life to the complicated

because I cannot honestly consider myself
even a novice at highbrowism). Under his

magic wand the music becomes knit together and almost thrilling.
Those Radio Drums.

Here, I think, is one of the ways in which

television will help a lot.. If the experts
can televise just the condtictor alone, I
shall be satisfied.

In between the items the red lights were
extinguished, which gave me a wejcome

chance to cough, and settle myself in a new
position.

Quite a number of the players retired for
some of the items, and I swear that for the
life of me I should not have known it had I
been listening -in. But no doubt there are
those who can tell such differences even on
the loud speaker.

The last item arrived with surprising

quickness. It contained some drum beating
which was almost terrifying, and seemed to
shake the building. I wmidered how my
loud speaker at home was standing it, but
was assured later that no unusual quantity
of bass was noticed.
Well, well, perhaps the radio drummer

works harder than the stick twiddler in
an ordinary orchestra because he is the
furthest away from the microphone.
" Appealingly Informal."

Even the orchestra thoroughly enjoyed
the playing of the soloist, for they began
clapping him before the red lights cued, out.

This may have been intentional, or the

announcer may not have been quick enough
with his switch.
With the words, " That concludes our
programme for to -night, with the exception
of the Epilogue, which will follow in a few
minutes," I realised it was time to go. I

The whole floor area is taken up by the National Orchestra, except for that required around the walls
for two or three rows of chairs and a number of settees.

was sorry to leave the studio, and I think
the orchestra also will be sorry to leave it
when their new quarters are ready at Port-

land Place. There is something appealingly
informal about No. 10.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S. NOTE BOOK.

The use of a bypass condenser with an

H.F. choke is, of course,, no novel scheme.

You will have seen it in several circuits.
(The 4)962 fixed pondenser is joined between
_ the plate of the detector Valve and .1,4T.1---),

but the combination of the two vital components in one unit such as is the case of this

L.T. current, (The L.T. current is only
one -fifth, of an ampere.)

It can be used as a super:power

FOR THE HANDY MAN.

DID you know that yoU could braze
without heat ? It appears that you

.1-./

can braze either iron or steel by taking

a quarter of an ounce of fluoric acid, one
ounce of steel filings, two ounces of brass
filings, and applying these ingredients, well

mixed up, to the parts to be united.
You then clamp the pieces together and
put them on one side until they are thoroughly set.

valve either in portable sets (particularly with 2 stages L.F.), or in any
2-volt_hattery-operated set.
The low impedance valise of the
P.2, viz : only 2,150 ohms means that
full loud-speaker strength reception
on- both local and distant stations can
be secured without harshness or
" blasting " together with a better
reproduction of the bass notes. In
addition, the very high mutual conductance of 3-5 ma/volt means that nothing is lost
in sensitivity- by the low impedance=so often the
case with super- power valves.

The Osram P.2, like the Osram L.P.2,.sets a new
standard in .2 -volt power valves for broadcasting
purposes.

APPROXIMATE DATA.
Osram
P.2
Filament volts 2
Filainent currents' , .
.2
Maximum -anode volts
- 150
Amplification factor ..
7.5
.

Impedance ..

Mutual Conductance ..

This is just one item I haphazardly noted

in the 190 pages that comprise Calvert's

Mechanics' Almanack, publish.ed by John

Heyward, Ltd., at 6d. It is full of invaluable workshop stuff, and there are
innumerable useful tables, etc.

Osram
L.P.2

.

_

2,150
3.5

2
,2
150 15

3,900
3.85

It remains only to say that I have tested
the Osram L.P.2 and P.2, and find that they
are indeed excellent valves The mutual
conductances -reveal the very high efficiencies they. achieve, and the- 3.85, in the

case of the Osram L.P. 2, is quite marvellous.

The P.2 takes a. hefty input; and you can

READY RADIO.

Messrs. Ready Radio have published an

excellent catalogue covering a specially
chosen range of sets and accessories, that
they can supply from stock either for cash
or on out -of -income terms.

indeed achieve a sufficiently powerful output

'to work a large nloving-coil speaker really
well. Two -volt enthusiasts will assuredly
have to admit that their interests are being

very adeqnately pursued by at least -the
G.E.C.

NEW OSRAM VALVE.

The following extracts are from a letter

The two new " Osrams " give them a real
chance to obtain thatilOnd of performance'

I have received -from Messris. G.E.C., Ltd.,

that until very recently has been thciught

regarding two new Osram valves that are

6 -volt -range.

now available

entirely impossible for anything outside the

Since penning the above I have learnt

that, there are now two types of thee units
available Type A. " For use in detector
anode . circuits, and Type " B "for use " as
coupling device between H.F. and
.

detector valves,", but I -hav6n't yet examined theni. closely.

-2J111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'--

, Manufacturers and traders are invited

E=_

to submit radio apparatus of any, kind

- E for review purposes. All examinations
= and tests are carried- out in the P,W."

E.-

Technical Department, with the strictest
= of -impartiality, under the *serial superF.--

H'

vision of -the Technical Editor.

We should like to point out that we E

-7-

- prefer to receive production samples
picked from stock, and that we cannot
guarantee their safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroUghly to dissect

E.-

much of the gear in the course of our

investigations T.
And readers should note -that the

subsequent reports appearing on this

E page are intended as guides to buyers,
= and are therefore framed up in a readily

readable manner free from technicalities

unnecessary for that immediate purpose. E

A NEW AMPLION LOUD SPEAKER.

The Amplion loud speaker A.B.41 does

'

Proof' of the fact that the production of valves
designed specially. for battety-set owners is not
affected by the growing popularity of those intended
for use with A.C. Mains sets, is furnished by the
introduction of new and improved types having
characteristics far in advance of those previously
available.. Research and experiment proceeds without intermission, and as a. ,coriseqmence both the

Formo production is, I_think,quite new.
The price of the article is 7s. 6d. and its
component parts are efficient, but it must
be pointed out that the unit can only have
its special arlf)licationS. .Used. in ,a "
circuit in' which our dual -range 'coil unit
figures, it is liable to interfere with the rear=
- tion effect rather than improVe'it,.S6,- for
that reason, we are afraid ur.e-cannot recommend its use except when it is definitely and
specifically recommended, or in a circuit "in
which the combination of .0002 bypass and
an H.F choke are shown.-

FORMO CHOKE UNIT.

The new Forma Choke Unit comprises an

H.F. choke and a -0002-mfd. condenser
wired in'series with three terminals brought
out for external connections.

efficiency and reliability of these valveS pow a marked
advance on,_Ihose formerly representing the standard

not carry a, new type number, but the

present models are greatly improved. The
new A.B.41 has an entirely re -designed unit.
It will be remembered by many readers

that the AMplion A .B . 41 was- given
a favourable report in these columns

some few months
back.

of their particular. class.
A striking instance of this advance in valve quality
is revealed by the two - new loud -speaker power

The improved

A.B.41, the one
that is now an
the market, is
definitely superior
and constitutes

valves which have just been added, to the Osram
range.. One of these valves has been designated
the L.P.2. and tho other the P,2, designations which
will indicatn to thosnwho have become familiar with
present-day nomenclatare3hat they have VOW been
made fig' tiSe with 2 -volt accunalators-; in the one
case, the-L;P-,2, as a very-bigaeMedency small power
valve, and in the case of the 13:2, as a super -power

a distinctly at-

tractive proposition.
We recently received
one for test and find
it greatly improved

valve.

A review of the characteristics of these two remarkable -Valves will at once slaiii-that the manufactufers
of the j.J.p.2 and the P.2 have advanced an important
step in vatve evolution.

-good though was

The 14132 Makes an ideal loud -speaker power
where the highest amplification is required with
the lowest possible MT. current consumption.
valve 'for portablo'sets or for any 2 -Volt battery sets

the original.

For an impedance of only 3,900 ohms, the remarklbly high amplification factor of :15 has beep attained,
equivalent to a:mutual Conductance of 3:85.ima/volt.
The Osrain L.P.2:is the firSt 2 -colt valve in the World

A MARCONI VALVE
LEAFLET.

Marconiphone Co.,
Ltd., have prepared a

to attain such rertirkableZcharacteristics.:

The L.P.2 spec'mlly recothinended tor-iiitswhere
one stage only of L.F. amplification is used, and as a loud -speaker valve in the " Osram Music Magnet 3 "

or kindred Valve, sets.
The Osram P.2 is a super -power valve spiclally
designed to provide extreme sensitivity, superb
quality of reproduction, and to handle the greatest

supplement- to their
recently issued valve

:

undistorted volume with the lowest possible H.T. and

A batch of " P.W." Dual -Range coils being given wave -length tests at the
R.I. factory. All the "P.W." coils made by R.I. are tested fnr inductance
and wave -length.

containing
fiill'dettils of -the new

series of Marconi 2 volt valves.

Popular Wireless; January 17th,
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The Finest of all

A.C. Mains valves
For all -electric radio of the highest efficiency, for unfailing
reception and a perfect background of silence-the improved
series of Marconi indirectly heated A.C. Mains valves
stands supreme. High conductivity, rigid construction,
mesh anode to prevent over -heating and grid emission,
exceptional vacuum, and, above all, a long useful lifeevery feature, in fact, which is desirable in modern receivers
is included in this range. There are types for the improvement of every set.

EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Amp.
F act.

MS4

MH4
MHL4
M L4

Screen grid
..
General purpose

..
..

Detector & L.F. amplifier
Power
.
..
..
.

550
35
20
9

Imp.
500,000
I 6,000
8,000
3,000

Mut'
Cond.
1.1

2.19
2.5
3

Price.

2 5,I 5 'IS17;6

Public Tesitimonv
D.E.R. VALVE No: R.1 I307.

"1 purchased the above valve several years ago, I think about six years, and

unfortunately yesterday I dropped it on the floor, breaking the filament but
not the glass bulb, thus ending a life of an old reliable friend. Its last position

was the detector stage of my short wave receiver, and in this position it worked
splendidly. I am certainly going to purchase another Marconi valve. . . .
I am writing this letter as a mark of appreciation to your valves, and I thought

you might be interested in this report, seeing that the valve has been in
continuous use for six years or more. . . . A truly wonderful valve I can
only describe it as."-G. W., Stockport.

Expert Testimony

Marconi engineers, who have at their disposal unequalled resources of research

and manufacture, have long realised that if really practical benefit is to be
derived from high theoretical efficiency in a valve, it is imperative to unite
every useful feature in a perfectly balanced design-no single factor must be
emphasised to the detriment of practical performance. All Marconi Valves
are practical interpretations of theoretical ideals; they contain just those
features which, being properly united, will ensure the best all-round results
and highest effective efficiency. The soundness of this principle is conclusively established by the fact that Marconi valves are used by the B.B.C.,
Imperial Airways, Trinity House Beacon Stations and Lightships, Empire
Wireless Communications, Large Passenger Liners, etc.-a unique tribute to
their unequalled performance and dependability.

1WARCOM
VALVES
USE THE VALVES THE

1111111111111

EXPERTS USE
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L.F. COUPLING

FOR THE, FINEST RE.

UNIT"

STATIONS YOU MUST

stages)., By turning a switch,
- bass can rile made to predominate
to compensate certain. loudcomponent
speaker deficiencies.

USE EFFICIENT
COMPONENTS

.-which will make a remarkable
difference to your reception.
Complete with Switch
' for Tone Control.

FOR ALL

Wearitecomponents
are Specified again

H.F.
CHOKE
Range, 10-2,000 metres.
Price 6/6

POPULAR
WIRELESS
CIRCUITS

and again by lead-

ing designers be-

cause of their high
efficiency.

Also supplied Centre Tapped.

ALWAYS USE

QUICK MAKE

DUAL
RANGE
COILS

CEPTIo* FROM Mat

Specially designed to ,.give high
quality coupling between detecfor
and first L.F. valve (or successive

Price

AND BREAK

15i.

each

as used in

SWITCHES

A

. Supplied in S g 1 e and
Double Pole Make, and Break
Change-over-with delayed

4
" EMPIHE " 2,3 and 4.
" EXHIBITION "

action ,for indirectly-heated comciz,Airs
valves.
Retail Prices from

,

.

119 to 3/-

Send for complete Illustrated Catalogue, post free,
,

OBTAINABLE in LEVER and
ROTARY TYPES.

-

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD,
740, High Road, London, N.

'Phone :, Tottenham 1847-8-9.- Write for Free Illustrated List

" EXPLORER " COILS,
Low Range7 16 Dual Range11216
"CONTRADYNE" COILS,

A POPULAR OSBORN

" We're Fluxite and

READY -TO -ASSEMBLE RADIO

Famous for Soldering,

Known Everywhere !
When fixing up aerialsperfection were seeking;
So we solder the connections -to prevent any

MODEL NO. 220.

A Radio or Radio -Gramophone Cabinet 3ft. 9ins.
high, 21t. tins. wide, If t..6ins: deep. The battery

andlbudLspeaker compartments are at the bottom and are partitioned off. Size of the bailie
board behind the fret is 24ins. a 24ins. Metallic
fabric for the fret front is included. Opening
at the top and back. This cabinet will take a
panel 21t. a Sins. or smaller.

leaking."

that Fluxite and
Solder are always by
you-in the house, workSee

PRICES :

illustrated catalogue, Send 3d in stamps.

CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. P.W.). The Regent

Works, Arlington St., London, N.1. 'Phone:
Clerkenwell 5395. And at 21 Essex Road,
Islington. N.T. 'Phone , Clerkenwell 0634.

-

shop, garage-anywhere
where simple;- speedy
soldering is needed.
They cost so little but will make scores of everyday articles last years longer!
For Pots, Pans, Silver and Br'assware ; Radio ; odd jobs in the GARAGE

-there's always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE
All Hardware and Ironmongery
Hardening Tools and Case HardenStores sell Fluxite in tins.
ing.

For Gardening
Friends
There is no happier_. gift for:
gaidening friends than a copy
Of. PQPULM2 GARDENING

ANNUAL. This very useful
13°4 is an illustrated budget

of information for amateur
'gardeners. It contains an
immense amount of info'rmation, Seyeu-coioured plates,
and twenty-four ;art,: plates
d
p
from p fr
dia.-tams

-

Solder-

The reliable pair,

CABINET.
MACHINED READY TO ASSEMBLE-Oak 65/-;
Mahogany 70/- Walnut 80/-. ASSEMBLED
READY TO POLISH-Oak, 85/-; Mahogany 90/-;
Walnut 100/-. ASSEMBLED AND POLISHEDOak 105/, ; Mahogany 120/- ; Walnut 135/-..
All models carriage paid. Send for 56 -page

7/6

Ask for Leaflet on improved
method.

8d., 1/4 and 2/8.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET.
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant Use..

Contains special "small space" soldering iron

with non -heating metal handle pocket blowlamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc. and full instructions.

COMPLETE 7/6.
or LAMP only, 2/6.

FLUXITE LTD.

(Dept. 324.)
ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16.

ALL- MECHANICS WILL HAVE

MUTE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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10; Moorland Crescent,
'
Ciitheroe,
Lancs.
17 .12 .30

Dead' Sirs,
'
you .

forward
that I hove seen advertised
iri " P.W."
I "Might' state that the
" P.W.' Dual Range and
" P.W." Contradyne coils I

me your latest catalogue

purchased from you some
short time ago are giving
entire satisfaction and That
they arrived in good con-

dition owing to your sph
packing. Yours truly,
Signed R. H. WHlLLEY.

DUAL RANGE

The abOve original testimonial can be
seen at our offices.'

COIL
The high efficiency coil which is

used 'so successfully in many

...

elininiates the usual " dead-

end :fr losses. Suitable for most
"Popular Wireless" & "Modern modern circuits. Fitted with
\\Tireless
Circuits.
two brackets f o r
Contains medium
simple baseboard
NO
and long wave- mounting. No coil is
length windings and
dispatched from sour
reaction.
Gives
Works -Wit hoal '-,a
high selectivity and
broadcast test.

1

6

"THIRTY SHILLING" TWO RECEIVER
I

1

I

ReadiRad 0005 mfd. Brookmans Condenser ReadiRad '00015 Differential Rbaction Condenser ReadiRad Filament Switch
ReadiRad 3 -point wade change Switch
- - -

3

d.
6

5

0

s.

10

1'6

ReadiRad '0003 mid. fixed
Condenser with Clips - ReadiRad 2 megohm Grid

10

2 Telsen 4 -pin valve holders 1 ReadiRad
Dual

2

0

Range Coil - - - - 1 Lissen Torex L.S. Trans -

12

6

5

6

I Link Res:stance 10,000 ohms
4 Brass Terminals - 1 Terminal strip drilled 5 x 2

1

o
6
0

Flex, Wander plug, screws,
1

10

denser

-

-

-

6

£L17 0

Telsen '002 mfd. fixed Con1

0

Complete Kit of Parts including ready -wound dual range coil.

9?a4A(50
IIMIlffiollommsommoust.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.I.
Telephone: Hop5555(Prwate Exchange)

Telegrams. READIRAD , SEDIST.

Ready Radio (R.R. Lid.), -159, Borough High Street, London, S.E.),

8S(
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'NO DOUBT ABOUT IT"
Telsen Components have achieved their
remarkable popularity because of their
exceptionally high standard of quality and
great performance. This is instantly

apparent in any Telsen-equipped set, the
tone and power of which is so much above
the ordinary. You hear enthusiasts everywhere advising, " Fit Telsen and be sure of

TELSEN FIVE PIN VALVE
HOLDER.
Price 113 each.
(For details, see opposite.)

)1itSiti

Pn'f'14',,
TELSEN GRID LEAKS.

TELSEN FOUR - PIN VALVE

HOLDER.
Price 17- each.
TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS. Pro.
Pat. No. 20286130.

getting the best results. They cost no more !"

Absolutely silent and nononicroldlonie.
bratoically unbreakable,
cannot be

burnt out, and. arc unaffected by
atmospheric changes.
Not being wire wound, there are 110
capacity effects, and they *ill not
deteriorate Or disintegrate.
1, A, 1. 2, 3. 4 or 5 thegohms.
Price 1. cam.
,,rp,

An entirely

nevii

design in Valve Holders, embodying
patent metal spring contacts, which
are designed to provide the most efficient
contact with the valve Ingo, whether
split or NON -SPLIT. Low capacity.
act I -locating,
supplied
with patent

STOP AT YOUR DEALER'S TO -NIGHT

soldering tags and hexagon terminal,

FOR

TELSEN
FIXED (MICA)

CONDENSERS. Shrouded

in genuine Bakelite, made in capacities up
002 tt.P. Pro. Pat. No. 20287/30.
-0003 supplied complete with Patent Glint
Leak Clips to facilitate series or parallel
connection, Can be mounted upright or flat,
Testied on 500 volts. Trice 1/- each,

TELSEN
H.F. CHOKE.
to cover

Designed

the whole wave -band range
low self -capacity, shrouded iu genuine
Bakeli ie. Induct an cc 150,000 m iero-

1[41017,11A1:11:1111

from 18 to 4.000 metres. Extremely
henries. Resistance 400 ohms.
Price 2'6 each.

Adrt. of Telsen Etectrie Co., Ltd.. Birmingham

,EAsy TERN"
WE supply the following Radio Apparatus on deferred
terms. We carry adequate stocks and can give
prompt delivery.

A

good item

NEW HEAYBERD A.C. ELIMINATOR KIT C.150.

Complete kit

of parts for building an H.T. Eliminator, including steel case.
Output, 25 111,A., 150 volts. 3 H.T. tappings. Ono variable.
Cash Price ..
£3 16 0

on any

Or 7/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of

7/,

NEW EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
UNIT. P.M.66. Cash Price
£5 15 0
Or 11/. deposit and 11 monthly payments of 10/6.
LISSEN 2-V. SET. Battery model including valves. A reliable

programme

Regional Receiver.

Cash Price

Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6.

£3

10

0

NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT. A first-class long-distance'
receiver incorporating 2 H.F. stages, single dial tuning.
Cash Price ..
£11 15 0
Or

161 with order and 11 monthly payments of 51/..

NEW MULLARD ORGOLA 1931 3-V. KIT. High grade complete
kit of parts including valves and cabinet. Cash Price £8 0 0
Or

10;6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 14/6.

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT. A considerable advance on last
season's 3 -valve Kit and at a lower price. Cash Price £6 17 6
Or

10/- with crder and 11 monthly payments of

12/6.

N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR. Loud speaker unit, quality of
reproduction almost equal to a moving -coil speaker.
Cash Price ..
£3 10 0
Or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments

. .

of 616.

B.T.H. PICK-UP AND TONE ARM. Ono of the best pick-ups
available.
Cash Price

Or 5/- with order and 9 monthly payments of 5/..

£2

5

0

CAIRNS & MORRISON'S HOME RECORDING OUTFIT, including

special Microphone Pick-up.
Complete Kit. Cash Price

Descriptive Leaflet on request.

H. with order and 11 monthly payments of. 8/6.£4 12 0
NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT. The finest balanced armature
Or

N.C.C.899

It's the
Tobacco that Counts

g'..

movement on the market. Complete with large Cone and
chassis, Cash Price..
..
£2 10 0
Or 5/. with order and 10 monthly payments of 6/..

:;7-.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
.f..

11, Oat Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2.
Telephone: National i977.

==
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IT is extremely difficult to criticise the
results given by a radio receiver. I
mean scientifically, not in the " that
sounds pretty good" sort of way. The

If you can puzzle out the instru- 1
ments of a small= orchestra, and
you know what frequencies those
instruments _cover, you have an '
excellent starting -point for building
up a- true estimate of how good,
or bad, a set really is. In this

accurate method is to take its
" overall " amplification curve. And just

only

to give you an idea of the complexity of,
this I will briefly describe it.
You feed a range of known frequencies

into the set, and I must not forget to add that you must know exactly the propertied
of energy carried by each frequency.

article a scheme_ that enables you
to acquire the necessary knowledge

4

ingly described.

4

in a pleasant manner is interest-

Near

the loud speaker you place a calibrated

combinations, using well-known instruments.
A Good Ekimple.

Jerry lioefg band is frequently broadcast
from the Piccadilly Grill Room, and that is
an excellent one to begin with.. -Here you
have in one group a piano,' a- banjo, and: -

* 4-- +-411-4-4,--0-4---4.-4.-41;-11,4---40--4.--4,-- *
.

band or orchestra is playing " ensemble "

The apParatus required is of a very -parts-all the instruments joining in and
expensive character, and it takes a skilled no one " starring " solo-you must not
engineer to handle it. But there is a simple always expect to be ,able to take every
scheme for gauging approximately the one in turn and immediately identify it,
quality of the output from your loud although, after a while, you will be
speaker, and if you have a fairly musical surprised how easy it is to go a long way
ear so much the better.
towards it-on a first-rate outfit.

All you have to do is to identify the

particular subject than I.)
Broadcasting gives one many opportunities of acquiring the necessary experience,
and once,' you start you will be surprised
how simple and how fascinating it is.
The: best plan is first to tackle the small

By G.V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E. t

condenser microphone, and this is coupled
to a valve voltmeter.
Very Expensive Apparatus.

of course, he at least a few readers of
" PM." who will knew more about this'

At this point I can hear some of you

drums.
-

All these are generally used to supply
the rhythm, the " um-putn, um-pum, urn-

pum " part and, 4nyway, there can't be
many people, who are unable to say that
that is a piano, that a banjo, 'or those are
the drums, when they hear them

work.

Iit'paSsiner, I don't expect it 'is More than a

minority ''that have sets on which Jerry

Hoey's drums get through at all !
Jerry Hoey makes 'great use of a piano accordion in his coinbination. This is like
a large ceincertina in appearance; except that
it has a sort of miniature piano keyboard.
It gets over with the

musical instruments in an orchestra that is ' saying, "-How on earths_ can we, who do
being broadcast, and see how easily or how not know the difference between an oboe
difficult it is for you to follow them. If it and a tin -whistle, hope to do these
is -possible to spot them, and they retain things ? " (On the other hand, there will,
their distinctive, individual characters,
SOME INSTRUMENTS YOU H EAR
you can reckon your
set is a good one. And

-

effect of- a small
organ, -and provides a

fullness, a rich background to certain

you will, be able to
gauge the degrees of

passages

of music.

efficiency with which
the set deals with the
upper and lower
frequencies by the

The only high note
- stuff that is heard
previding the melo-

handles high and low-

pitched instruments.

saxophone and the
violin. It won't be
hard for you to tell

" Bashed -up."
On a very poor out-

these, -will it ? If you
c a lin o t distinguish

dies

manner in which it

which is which out of

between them you

fit, an orchestra or a
band sounds like one

cant`reckon your set

hashed -up medley of

requires polishing up.

noises, while on a

There remains in

good set the harsh-

Jerry Hoey's band

nesses and' esonances
give way- to clean

definitions- of the
various units.
Nat'uttillt whet the,

are the tenor

only one of those huge
Atypically eqUipped' dance bank On the extreme right you see a trombone. To the sitting violinist's right
is a trumpet player and then three saxophonists. Note ,bunch of four clarinets standing vertically on the
Boor Frcng left to right they are alternately of, wood and all -metal
construction:- A -banjo player'is

landing at the back.

fiddle things to contribute deep grunts.

But take careful note
(Continued on next page)
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TELL -TALE TONES
(Conairea4Jrom previous page.)

* ----4-4-0-4--- -4-1,40of those grunts.

*

If you can honestly say

that they sound like the scrapings of a string
instrument and not like the whoomps" of
a wind instrument, giveyour set high marks.
At the other end of the scale, contrast the

notes provided by the saxophone and the
fiddle,, for the, one is "wood -wind" and the
other " string." The measure of real, vital
individuality each retains provides an index

ascends the scale. On its lower notes it is
very mellow and full. It then goes rather
dull, finally emerging on its upper register,
first with at round,' -bright tone, developing

at its uppermost limits into a decidedly

shrill, almost piercing, tone.
By - the way, don't forget that there are
seven or eight different saxophones; running
from the bass,- which can grunt as low as the

bass trombone, up to the soprano, which

not reckoned usually to alter its character.
But sometimes " mutes " to give queer
effects like high-pitched laughter, etc., are
employed. I faneY Sid Bright's trumpets
are muted rather more than most, but it is
a common stunt. The megaphone affairs
that are sometimes fixed to clarinets do not
often change things much from a radio point
of view.

A " muted " trombone is sometimes to be

heard in Ambrose's

BROADCASTING FROM CIRO'S CLUB

So much for the

of the quality of your set.
There is another little band that broadcasts quite often and which provides a fine
contrast with Jerry Hoey's bunch. This is

dance

bands, but
what about the more

"serious" stuff?

Well, here it is, in
cases, much easier

Jack Padbury's Cosmo Club Six. The
melodies in this instance are generally
contributed by a fiddle and a trumpet.

and, in cases, much harder to dig things '

There is no saxophone, whereas Jerry Hoey
has a saxophone and no trumpet.

out. When your come

to an outfit, like the
new B.B. C. orchestra,

Trombone " Grunts,"

Jack Padbury's bass " grunts " are given
by a trombone, and he has no string bass,
Jerry Hoey, you will remember, has no
trombone. Keep these facts well in mind,
for they provide cast-iron standards.
Drums, banjo,: guitar, piano and piano accordion complete the Padbury combination.

Mayfair Orchestra,
doing quite tidy little
solo bits.

Two of the musicians apparently

operate the last four between them, so that

only two out of the four instruments are
heard at any one time.

I don't think the least musical of you can
honestly say that it is impossible for you to
dig out the eight or nine instruments I hatt
mentioned. And once you are thoroughly
familiar with them you will have no
difficulty in analysing intelligently bigger
dance bands.
For instance, you will find that both the
-

there are no solo instruments in reality

-you have practi-

cally every kind . of
instrument in com-

mon use,-while.most

Sydney Byte's band includes violins, trombone, trumpet, saxophones and clarinets.

can rival the highest -pitched clarinet.
Nevertheless, all the members of the
saxophone family share the common saxo-

phone character, which you will soon learn
to recognise. And the same applies to the
three or four different clarinets that are used.
After a while, you will find it fairly easy

to differentiate between brass and woodwind units. The trumpet and the trombone
are, of course, brass, and clarinets and
saxophones are woodwind, although there

MARIUS B. WINTER AND "HIS BOYS"

are played in bunches.

Thus, there are no

less than thirty-six

Violins and most. of the time a group- of

twenty will be playing identical notes,

while a second group of sixteen do likewise.

You will easily identify these violins, but
it is practically useless struggling with the
eighty or so other instruments because they
include so many that are rarely, if ever,
used in other combinations. Why,. they've

even got a euphonium, four bassoons and
four oboes in that new.B.B.C. orchestra !

Now and then various of the popular
instruments are billed to solo in radio
vaudeville and other programmes-thus
you get Teddy Brown broadcasting a

saxophone solo, etc. These solos will help
you no end, providing you take careful note
of how the various instruments sound. If
you are a radio -gram enthusiast get one or
two solo records-they form excellent
testing material apart from anything else.
A Useful Group.

In conclusion, I must point out that. this
article is by way of a supplement to two
other of my articles, " Down Among The
Tubas " and " On the High C's," which
appeared in
P.W." Nos. 441 and
446 respectively. Now those two articles

showed where the low -toned instruments

usually scaled down to, and where the

skigh-tonecl instruments went up to, so the

three contributions together pretty ade-

Here is a band that has been doing a lot of broadcasting lately. And you will see there is a trombone
(extreme right), a string bass just behind and between the two trumpets.
On the left are three
saxophonists at work, but they also have violins and clarinets on the ground
before them.

saxophone and the trumpet, figure in quite'

a number of bands. An example is to be
found in Sid Bright's Piccadilly Players,
where we have very evident trumpets and
a strong saxophone section. Sid Bright
has a string bass and no trombone. There

are other bands, notably Billy Cotton's
Ciro's Club Band, which employs two or

more saxophones, with some of these
alternating with clarinets.

But the .clarinet

is

easy enough to

recognise by its changing character as it

are- some all -metal clarinets. This is all
supposing your Set is a good one.
There is one thing ;that- is liable to lead
you astray- unless you look out for it, and
this is the trick of fixing adaptor devices to
certain of the instruments.
" Mutes are quite. commonly used for
saxophones, trumpets and trombones,

quately cover the ground.
There is just one point I must not forget
to bring out, and that is this. I have given
an outline of the construction of various of

the dance bands that broadcast, but it

happens sometimes that changes are made
and new instruments introduced or existing
ones drOpped, so I cannot guarantee that my
notes will be strictly accurate by theAirne
these words appear . in print.

And by way of a P.S. I must further
explain that I have not concentrated on
dance bands because I consider they

are the
although I_ think it is the trumpet that is most important combinations, but because
" muted" more than any other instrument, they are generally small affairs as combut I may be wrong here.- Anyway, pared with concert orchestras, and because
" muting " softens an instrument and it is .their instruments are conveniently mixed.
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Heres why you should

this. PICK-UP-

use

Voted

the best in

its class

SENIOR` R. K.

UNIT'

..

Without rectifier
Price - £6.15.0

it

is chosen by the

Price

with 4
Adaptors

27'6
THE

UNIT -

fier for A.C. Mains Field

£4.15.0

Excitation.

experts
PRICE

SENIOR R.K. UNIT
(illustrated) with built-in recti-

JUNIOR RIC

The B.T.H. Pick -Up is always used where
perfect reproduction is vital. Experts are
unanimous in their choice of Pick -Up.
They have proved that the carefully
balanced design of the B.T.H. Pick -Up
ensures the finest reproduction with minimum record wear.

Price .

10 (ins.

PERMANENT
MAGNET R.K.
UNIT
The B.T.H. R.K. Senior Reproducer was
Price £6.15.0

recently voted the best in competition
with eight other makes of moving coil
speakers-another instance of R.K. leader..
ship.

For

over four years

B.T.H.

R.K.

Reproducers have set the standard of first..
class reproduction by which other speakers

Your records cannot give of their best
until they are reproduced with the aid

areludged. No Other reproducers have such

absolute fidelity, such infinitely variable
volume Without sacrifice of tonal quality.
Make your choice from the R.K. range.

of a B.T.H. Pick -Up. Fitting necessitates no

alterations to your machine because the
four adaptors supplied with the B.T.H.
Pick -Up fit any standard tone arm.

PICK-UP
and ADAPTORS

111111111111111M11110110

REPRO

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Radio Division,
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWANW I24

CERS
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Alt By Dr.J.11.77Roberfs fins': P.

ONE of the fundamental laws of elec-

tricity, as we all know, is called Ohm's

Law; and it states that the current

which passes through a (solid) conductor
is proportional to the electro-motive force
and inversely proportional to the resistance.

Whilst Ohm's Law applies with

-

*

-4.--4-40---.-4-4-4.*

A simple and readable explanation
of one of the most interesting things
connected with an ordinary valve.
*-4-4-4-4-4-.-.-4--4-5-.--4--4-0--.--0-4.-4,-.-ji

ductors, it does not apply strictly to all
and there are some kinds of substances
which definitely do not obey Ohm's Law.
Generally speaking, ordinary metallic

conductors at ordinary temperatures (the
temperature qUestion is very important)

obey Ohm's Law fairly well, but if the

electro-motive force is such as to produce
a current which raises the temperature of
the conductor considerably, then it is- mat
probable that the resistance will' increase
and consequently the current will not be
accurately represented by Ohm's Law, if
we take, for the value of the resistance, the
value which the conductor had when it
was cold.

Exceptions to Ohm's Law.

In most metallic conductors the resistance

a, valve (two electrode) is switched on and

kept at a definite temperature and if
then gradually increasing voltages are
applied between the filament and the anode,
you will- find tfiat the anode current will
rise slowly at first, but will soon become
roughly proportional to the anode voltagethat is to say, increases in the voltage will
produce proportionate increases in the
anode current.
Where Current Changes Stop.

This relationship will continue until the
anode voltage reaches a certain value, when
you will begin to notice that further increases
in the voltage do not produce corresponding
proportionate increases in the anode current.

SEE WHAT HAPPENS ?

increases as the temperature is raised, but

-there are some substances in which the

Ohm's Law become more pronounced. This
is particularly the case with the conduction

of electricity through gases, or where the
current is carried by electronic emission as

in the case of an ordinary wireless valve.
In the case of the valve the electrons, as
This drawing illustrates diagrammatically what
you know, are emitted by the hot filainent,
happens, when the temperature of the valve's
and are driven across to -the anode by reason`
filament is raised. A higher value of anode
of the high-tension voltage existing between
current is obtainable with the same Ha.
these two electrodes.
The 'actual anode -current is carried
As the anode current is still further
through the valve by this electron emission, incretwed, the disproportion becomes
more

difference between the two curves is that
the anode current for each value of anode
voltage is larger for the higher filament
temperature.
You will, notice from the diagram that if
the valve is .brought to the condition
marked A, .increases in the anode voltage
can produce little or no effect, whilst
decreases in the anode voltage will produce
a pronounced effect.
It is upon this peculiarity or bend in the

*

*

-4--0-

ITEMS OF INTEREST
+ Short Waves-Atherican CallsAustralian Stations.

4

*

Recent research has shown that shortLwave
transmission is powerfully affected by spots on

in this voltage do not produce any increase
at all 'in the anode current. This means

All American broadcasting stations announce

The Saturation Point.

anode voltage where still further increases

If the filament of

variations (as shown in Curve 2 of the accompanying figure), and the only essential

Finally, you will reach a value of the

current represented by the filament emission.

" saturation " current.

This larger total emission will, however,

pass through precisely the same type of

the anode current

pronounced, that

fails still more noticeably to increase to the
expected extent.

conditions) is able to pass is called the

increased.

On very short wave -lengths of from 10 to 15
metres, long-distance transmission is best
carried out in direct sunshine.

and it is obvious, therefore, that the total

No matter how great a voltage we apply
between the filament- and the anode, we
cannot cause any more current to pass than
the total emission of the filament.
Consequently the maximum current
which the valve (under definite filament

How can we bring about an increase in
the anode current in these circumstances ?
The' answer is ;that we can increase the
anode current by raising the temperature -of
the.filament, so that the actual emission is

particular properties of the valve depend.
If the valve simply obeyed Ohm's Law as,
say, a length of copper wire does, it would
be impossible for us to use the valve as a
detector or amplifier, and therefore we have
to thank these remarkable peculiarities or
eccentricities in the conductive behaviour
of the valve for its enormous usefulness in
radio work.

ductors we find that the exceptions to

current which can pass is equal to the

,

characteristic- curves of a valve that the

resistance actually decreases with the rise
of temperature ; an example of such a,
substance is the filament of a Nernst lamp.
When we get away from solid conductors
into the realm of liquid and gaseous con-

'

axis.

A Very Useful Characteristic.

con-

siderable accuracy to many types of con-

the relationship between the anode current
and anode voltage, and you will notice that,
after passing the point A, the curve flattens
out and becOmes parallel to the horizontal

is,

the sun.

*

*

that the whole of- the emission from the

their call signs every fifteen minutes except

filament is being driven across to the plate
and Consequently the " saturation " current
has been reached.
If you look at the diagram you will see
the shape of the curve (Curve 1) showing

There are approximately 32 stations either
built or projected in the Commonwealth of

during radio_ _dramas.

(This is by ruling of the
FOderal Radio Commission.)
*

Australia.

_

*
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PEICES :
60v.Standard 8/-

60v. Super

90v.

11/9

20v.

120v.
15;6 150v.

13/21/25/6
31,-

HEAR that harmony, smooth and clear !, Feel that
warm vibrant rhythm ; melodious, realistic,
satisfying. That's the kind of reproduction you
hoped for when you bought your set .
that's
what radio can bring to you.
.

.

But you can't expect this kind of reception unless
your batteries are right. If your set seems to lack
the power it had when it was new it's time to change
to PERTRIX.
There are two reasons for their super quality. First, NO

sal -ammoniac is used in their construction-second,

they are made as a good battery should be made
.

.

.

of nothing but the best.

TRY ONE AND HEARs-YOLM DEALER HAS THEM
Did,ycu know that you can get Peril -ix Batteries for your flash -lamp?

They are 6d. each, with an unlimited 2uarantee.

46%teir4P
Advt.' of Pertrix Ltd., Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2, Worlds : Redditch,
Telephone:

Temple Bar 7971 (4 lines).

Telegrams:

Britanicas, Weskent London..

Pro;

886
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change of circuit, a new detector valve should be

tried-it was, and the result left nothing to be

CORRESPONDENCE.
.

-

A

T
-

*

THE "P.W." "CLEAR-CUT"

Anyhosi, if it-the PrOgressive-is -not quite a chef
d'oeuvre it provided a very useful hots d'oeuvre to a
feast for the Fans."

CONE.

Sincerely yours.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and topical wireless events or recording unusual experiences
are always welcomed ; but it must be clearly understood that the publication of such does in no way
indicate that we associate ourselves with the' views expressed by our correspondents, and we cannot
accept any responsibility for any information given.-EDITOR.

0

-4.- -4.- -4--4- 4.. -4.

THE." P.W." " CLEAR -CDT

CONE.

The Editor. POPULAR -WIRELESS.

-

Dear Sir,LI have made up two of the " Clear -Cut "
Cones given in " P.W." No. 447.
I Mid, as you say, brilliance and naturalness, awl;
in my opinion, only a moving -coil could ever hope to
beat it. I' m now eagerly waiting for the -particulars
of the baffle to complete the Speaker. (This appears
in, the current issue.-ED.)
My unit is one of the original Hegra,type, Midis
well fitted for the job, and with 200 volts on the last.
valve and choke filtered the speaker does not chatter.
I would like to mention also that, I made up two
.

-.

" Crystatube " sets, taken from r.w." No. 438.
For size and simplicity it is simply wonderful, both

in volume and Selectivity: I was even able to work an
'bid Amplion R.39 horn -speaker on an outdoor serial.
One is working in Hanainersmith on .an -Indoor aerial
of 40 feet of Electron:Wire Iluite successfully.
Wishing ympjaPer:every suecess.
I am, yours faithftillY;
R. A. MARTER,'

Bedford Palk
8V.4.

...... ..

desired from the point of view of an ordinary English.
station listener. It pulls in quite a -few others also.

THE !` Q. & A. SET.
The EditOr, PoPuLAR Winurss.'

d10*

Dear Sir,-About -the beginning of 1023 you
Published the -details of a Set called the " Q and A "
Three.. I built that set, and until now it has done far
more than you told me to expect.
With new high -power stations on the Continent, it,
is a little'too:' Juiseleetive;". and so it is going to be
scrapped,.but 'before it Is; I thought you would like
to know what A MS set did on its last calibration
during November, =
(F,ere.: follows a list of 28 stations, eleven being

would probably. result in an equally, intelligent
anticipation of .public demand, and enable ode to
purchase, obtain, or acquire '-such accessories and

components as wire of the dimensionS specified, and
3 spring wave -change Switches, etc., without searching
over half the City of London, only to be told that the
required article was out of stock.
.

Marked," Gabel "-E(1..)

One suggestion I would make is to put in a local
on -off .switch for the S.G. valve. For the lower
wave -band so far as London National and London
Regional are concerned-at 10 to 15 miles from

,

ThoSCStations marked good are generally reliable,
and mostly louder than the :London :National, which

varies Very considerably from night to light, and is
sometimes hardly -worth listening to.
I
Being very lazy; I'hayo not searched the '1Ong
waves so much, arid only spent partof Ong :night on
them when I'received : Hilizen (fair) , Radio Paris

these stations anyhow-ample volume is available
when the S.G. valve is switched off and tuning

adjusted slightly. Even Midland Regional is received
here in this way at pleasant loud -speaker strength,
all this on two valves.
In passing, just a- word of appreciation for the
" Progressive " series you ran some time ago-the

ideal for the " Man in the'Street." I was asked to
prescribe some modification of the circuit (2 -valve)
the other day, but suggested that perhaps since for
ordinary purposes there could be nothing gained by a

V.. FIELD.

Hornchureli; Essex.

'

(fair) ; Daventry National (good),; Eiffel Tower (fair)
Kalundborg (fair) ; Oski (doubtful)..
The coils, by the way, were, on the medium, 60X
(ta pped at 1), 60,.50, and 100, 200, 150 on the long
waves, and the aerial 80 ft.
Thanking you very much for a good set, I remain.;
Yours sincerely
Southend -On -Sea, Essex.

DONALD W. OSBORN.

-

THE " CHEF, D'OEUVRE."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS. Dear Sir, -:-Once again, congratulations !

There is still time to get your copy of the JANUARY

The

Exhibition." Four was a- good-very .goodproon the Titan"" and an intriguing little fellow to
play with.
But the Chef d'Omivre is a gift from Heaven.
By the Way,: I was : asked in a popular wireless
position ; the " P,W." new toil'a vast iinprovenient
,

store the other. day, " What's this: rim On .21 and 26
1),S.C. Wire Mean ?

You Mettle fOurtli in succession."

I referred the: inquirer to, your "good selVes and

MODIERN
WIRELESS
Usual Price 1/-.
Obtainable Everywhere.

With every copy is a Great Gift Book containing

50 GUARANTEED CIRCUITS

DON'T DELAY!

SECURE TO -DAY !

suggested that an intelligent perusal .of your pages

A NEW

FE

Ti

T ANSFO MER

With a performance better than any trans-_,
former available at the price. Built to the
Ferranti standard of workmanship, material
and reliability.

With a Ferranti Transformer available at this price
there is no need to impair the quality of your receiver
by fitting an inferior'
Transformer.

FERRANTI LTD.

Head °fee

Worki : HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE.

LONDON: BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2

-
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GOLTONE" "P.W." AND "M.W." DUAL RANGE

AND "CONTRADYNE" COILS
FOR BEST RESULTS
SPECIFIED AND RECOMMENDED BY " POPULAR WIRELESS " AND
" MODERN WIRELESS " FOR THEIR VARIOUS CIRCUITS.

"GOLTONE" "P.W." AND "M.W." DUAL
RANGE COIL
FEATURES Extraordinary Selectivity, Clear Reception, Exceptional Efficiency. When operating on Short Wave, the Long -

-

Wave winding is paralleled, thus ensuring the avoidance of
losses usual in other types of Dual Range Coils.
No. DW/12 . Price 1216

"GOLTONE" "CONTRADYNE" COIL
The purpose of this Coil is to eliminate Short Wave interference
on lower end of Long Wave scale. Also provides protection
against interference of local stations, giving purer reception.
No. R11/12
Pamphlet, giving full particulars and First -Class Circuit using
both these Coils, FREE on request. Obtainable from all Radio
Refuse substitutes. If any difficulty, write direct.
Stores.

Prie 6'6

.

WARD & GOLDSTONE, Ltd.,

I-PENDLETON

:

BETTER RESULTS AT LESS COST!
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THE BURTON H.F. CHOKE
A highly efficient Choke covering a
tvaveband of 20-2,000 metres. The

self -capacity is extremely low, which,
coupled with high inductance, makes

it'ideal for any set. Price 3/9 each.

See also BURTON Binocular H.F. Choke.
Covering waveband of 50-3,000 metres.
Price 5/9 each.

rScssy

ttes

i6V

tela3.14°11.6114.

eaotti,''esteiv3s,;::

Alit:oil

'

THE BURTON MIDGET VALVE HOLDER
Reg. design. Pat. No. 316;08
This self locating Valve Holder means protenre,1
life to your valves. Dia. Ili in. Height in.
Cr..mplete with fixing screws

-

-

-

1.- each

Also special 5 -pin type suitable for
A.C. Valves - - - 1:3 each

BUILD WITH

es5
Ask your dealer, or write

for latest list illustrating &
describing BurTon Condensere, Trausformers,Switches,

Terminals, etc., the parts
that have made BurTon
Receivers so successful.

COMPONENTS

O. F. & H. BURTON, PROGRESS WORKS, WALSALL, ENGLAND,.
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reception on ,the new !wave -length. So we .think
it is mute likely that you will, in the end, hear him,

*41.' WZtis.S*W

though reception at such distances as this is very
uncertain, even on the comparatively reliable long
waves.

A READER'S REACTION TROUBLE.
Here is an interesting account of an unusual

fault, and its cure, contained in a letter to
the Editor from a Kensington reader, who
sent it in the hope that it might help others.

" I have had reaction trouble of late with
the 'Economy' Three, which I was able to
trace after testing valves, coils, transformer,

R.C. unity grid leaks, fixed condensers, wiring,

11.1. and L.T. batteries, also G.B. battery,
wander plugs, and lastly variable condenser,
and differential ,condenser.
(Continued on page 890.)

All "Editorial --communications. should be.:, addressed,- to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, --Tarns - House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles. and photOgraphs dealing with all subjects appertaining_ to wireless,
Every care will be taken to return
MOS. not accepted for publication A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent- with every article. AR
inquiries concerning advertising rates, -etc., to be, addressed to the Sole- Agents, IdesSrs,. John Li. Lite, Ltd.,

ei11111111111111111i11111111111191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111*

HOW IS. THE SET

4, Ludgate Circus, Lond
4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in' this journal are the outcome of research
our eirperinicntaywork carried out with a view to improving the technique- of wireless reception. As- much of
thd information -given in the columns of this paper concerns ,he most 'recent developments in the radio- world,
loin, of the arrangements and specialities described- map .be the subject of Letters Patent, and the . amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission.. of. the -patentees to use the patents-before' doing so-.

"And yet the progranime power and wave-

length is published. ' Perhaps you could
enlighten.. rEleon this ?."
:-The chief reason that. you heard Hilversum and
cannot hear Oslo on the long wave -length, even when
he is working with increased power, is' the great
difference in distances between' these -places and

QUESTIONS AND

.

ANSWERS
OSLO ON LONG WAVES.

H. J. H. (Southampton).-" I notice the

Oslo station has taken the Hilversum wavelength, with a power of '75 kilowatts.

,j." I have tried for this station on the high
wave -lengths, but cannot get a sound of it.
What is -the cause of it ? I could always
get HilVer4inpri 1,071 metre's, working with
much 'lower` Pti'Vrer,'btit Oslo is a washout.

--

.

your aerial.

Hilversum is only 232 miles from London, whilst
Oslo is about 720 miles. The strength of a station's
signals falls off very rapidly with distance, and, in
addition to that, we have the fact that the -Hilversum
station is situated in flat country, with only lowlying land around it, whilst' Oslo is in a mountainous
situation which is notoriously bad from a wireless
point of view.

Oslo has been experimenting a little 'with power,
etc.; and -some,. readers -have- reported .yery goad

_> Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared

=7"-

= and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
on.e of the batteries seems to run down much
E faster than formerly?-Or you want a Blue E

a Print ?

,

Whatever your radio problem may be, E
E remember that the Technical Query DepartE-..1

meat is thoroughly equipped to assist our F.

= readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
E be obtained direct_frorn the Technical.Query
1--1

E.1

-Dept., POP171411- WIRELESS, The Fleetway =

72- House, nuTingdon Street, London, E.O..t.
2
-ET. A postcard.will do.. On -reeelpt.of this an E.
Et' Application Form will be sent to you free
= and post free immediately. This application
E will place you under no obligation whatever, =
E but, having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before El.
= us in order to solve your problems-.
F-'
EF_'- LONDON

READERS

PLEASE

NOTE:

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or _=
E in person,at Eleetway House or Tails Rouse. E.
i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MIIMIU1111111

Cheaper Electric Radio by Regentone ! A new range of Regentone

Mains Units at lower prices. A
model for your set, for any set,
any portable. To electrify your

set for D.C. MAINS it costs only
£2 - 12 - 6 (Regentone Combined
Unit Model II). FOR A.C. MAINS
it costs only £4 -15 (Regentone
Combined Unit Model W.5.A.).

FOR A.C. MAINS H.T. ONLY
it costs only £3 - 7 - 6. (Regentone Mains Unit Model W.1.D.-

3 fixed tappings).

Write for FREE Art Booklet,
with colour supplement " Cheaper
Electric Radio by Regentone "

-or get it from your dealer.

REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone House, 21 Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, London, E.C._
4,
Telephone : Central 8745 (5 lines).
Free State DIstrtbulors: Kelly & Shiel
Ltd.; 47 Fleet Street, Dttbktn.

a.

E-

GOING NOW ?

work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for ,artanuscripts or photos
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SS3

IGRANIC
Differential Condenser
Capacity '00015 mfd. each side

PRICE

PRICE

with Knob

without Knob

3,9

"THIRTY SHILLING" TWO

FOUR POLES
FOURANDCOILS

If you are unable to obtain Igranic Components

DOUBLE MAGNETS

Specified for the
from your local dealer, write direct to DeptIR.168.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
149, Queen Victoria St., LONDON.

IS LIFE BASED
ON ELECTRICITY?
The Amazing Claim of

Price

254

Why do so many wireless
retailers demonstrate their

receivers through a Wates
Star Unit ? Obviously, because they wish the absolute
maximum performance of

the set to be passed on to
the listener.

That is the one important
feature of this remarkable

unit-its ability to reproduce,
with absolute fidelity, perfect
purity and full - throated

volume, everything that the
set is capable of delivering.

an American Scientist

You have never heard your
set at its true value until you

It has recently been announced from [America
that a scientist has produced life by treating dead
matter electrically.] Of course, the claim has been
made before, but in all these cases later and fuller
investigations have shown that life was already in
the matter treated.
This revival of the attempt to produce life is
interesting, but thoughtful people will remain
sceptical unless confronted with undoubted
evidence. The matter is dealt with in an inter-

hear it through the Wates
Star Unit.

DEMONSTRATION

IS THE PROOF OF ITS
VAST SUPERIORITY

OVER ANY OTHER

AT ANY PRICE.;

esting and readable manner by Mr. George F.
Morrell, F.R.A,S., in this week's issue of THIS
AND THAT. Order a copy from your newsagent at once and read Mr. Morrell's article.

THIS

and THAT

Buy a Copy To -Day

2d,

STAR UNIT

Get one to -day and be truly astonished
From all dealers, or illustrated lists from

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.,
(Dept. P.W.), 184/188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2
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RADIOTQRIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued froisi page 888.)

-

"The set has always delivered the goods
foreigners, but never without
the annoying escort of the local station.
from the

:going to - test the last-named, by
I kileeked the panel. of the set
and' tiilmy-surPrise it burst into oscillation.
I turned back the differential condenser and
advanced it again, but the set would not
"

-

" I have halved the aerial, reduced it, and

clipped it until it resembled a rat's tail
dangling from the terminal. r

oscillate till I tapped the panel with -my hand,
then it burst into. oscillation again.

- " I switclied. "off; took out the differential
condenser, looked at it, but could see no

.trouble, so I took it to pieces; and to my

Often the local has been reduced to a whisper,

and the foreigners coming in at good loudspeaker strength, gradually the local would
become louder and
dominate.

louder,

then finally

" Up would come, the foreigner and do a

similar performance. This see -saw, catch -as catch -can wave -grip is very amusing !

"Other timesthe Continentals are loud and

clear, -but the moment you leave go the
tuning knob 'it screams. Evi-

dently the personal touch is

necessary.

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No. 28
A DET. L.P. WITH R.C. COUPLING.

" Other times the foreignerS
come in groups, all hugging the

Ot

Fi

0/Fred2EA,77A1..

CONDENSER

Colt

like cross -talk comedians. It is
come one, come all,' without
favour.
". It is also subject to moods.

-

PHOMES

.0m #

fr2

REACrion,

one wave - length at ' various
distances. This magic set has
them butting into one another

It will whistle, chirp, scream,
howl, and roar like a 'Zoo

-Of

MFD.160

00o3MAD

Mg"

broadcasting.

" The wave -trap is sacred
Touch the condenser

ground.
2

X

THIS neat and efficient Watmel
Wave Trap definitely cuts out interference. Connect it to your aerial
circuit-and at once clarify your
reception.

Four sockets in the base

Coic

This Wave Trap gives perfect elimination, freedom from background
and full efficiency.

--Price 8s. 6d.

Af

It'atmet products at your
dealers, send direct to us.

this !) I found blaCk grease between the fixed
and moving plates.
.

" I cleaned it off with clean ragiputit to.

gether again, put it in the set and switched on
Oh, what a difference !

P. F. (Glasgow, N.).-" What Can F. do

Type DX3:-

Self -capacity
6 m tn.fd
D.C. Resistance
1,400 ohms.
1

`.`.Even the Contradyne,' that 'stout little
fellow, isn't stout enough for the' job, and as
aerial traffic Pop. the )1nwanted waves rush
paSt him. The'set is an excellent local station
getter ; all round, the' dial it thunders in.
In fact, the dial isn't big enough to accommodate its scope.

Inductance

40,000 m.h.

Selkapacity
l'2 m.mfd.
D.G. Resistance
450 ohms.

Price 4/*.

with the local station ? Do what I .may,_ it
will come in ; wave -traps, separators, and
rejectors are of no avail
" My set, the ' Magic ' Three with all
refinements, seems glued to the local station,
Glasgow.
My experience for over" a year
with all the gadgets offered by -` 1,\V.' for
selectivity is a washout.

Price 6/-.
Type DX2,

(Calvin has lost 'his

influence over there, which is,

different from the spirit that
Knox about Scotland !)
local, station,

as the programmes have reached the acme of boredom,
both National and local. Could `P.W.'

not suggest something really -effective and
cheap to put me above the blasts of those
London concerts where dynamite -is used
instead of crotchet and quavers
" I have a strong liking for my set. It has a
punch like Camera, and I want to reach out,
but the' local station won't let me ! "
Oh, dear, P. F. I You are in a mess, aren't you ?

We are not at all sure whether it is quite as bad

A SELECTIVITY PROBLEM.

Inductance
200,000 m.h

tunes.

" I am anxious to cut the

surprise (and I expect yours Jvhen you read

were surprised, and sent me a letter of regret.)"

THE WATMEL BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKE.

" Sunday night, after the

Epilogue, the set is at its best.
The Continentals come in with
their merry music and bright

The " components " shown above are those for a straight detector
and low -frequency amplifier employing resistance -capacity coupling
and differential reaction. Can you""'wire up " this circuit P
LOOK OUT FOR THE ANSWERING IItAGRAM NEXT WEEK.

" I had to drop down 20 volts H.T. on the
det. valve, and my word, it goes Al now. (I
have written to the makers about it, and they

If you cannot get these

human.

O-

wito 07

A20S2

inductance values to suit any aerial.
The selector condenser is mounted
a Paxolin former.

It is only my sceptical nature
that keeps me from belieVing
that the thing is brutally

s

give six

in the base, and the unit is wound
with double silk -covered wire on

knobs and it howls at you.

ti

MEG'

Men:

as you make out, or whether you have been unable to
resist the temptation to describe your troubles
picturesquely.
However, let us suppose you are quite serious about

it all, and that your trouble is that nothing you

-

have tried will cut out the local station. There are several possible causes for such a state of affairs.
The chief Of 'theta can' be numbered under the
following

heads : an. unsuitable (non -selective) aerial -earth system, poor spacing in set, poor quality

tuning coil or tuning condenser (or both), direct
pick-up on the coils, and local interference.
You do not say -about how far your house is

from the Glasgow station. If you are less than
about one mile from it, it is quite probable that the
whole trouble is due to direct pick-up on the coil.
This simply means that the distance is so short
between you and. 5 S C that the 'coils themselves
are acting as an aerial and picking up the broadcasting. Othisequently, nothing 'that you can do to
the aerial itself will stop Glasgow coming in.

(Continued on next page.)

-

" P.W." PAN-ELS. No. 2.-YOUR AERIAL.
The wire should be of copper or -ether high -conductivity metal.
are excellent.)

(Phosphor -bronze and silicon -bronze, 4
*

Multi -stranded wire such as 7/22 is better than single -stranded wire of equivalent* thickness.

T-.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
IMPERIAL- WORKS, -HIGH STREET,
EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX.
M.C.18
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There is no advantage in having several aerials parallel, a few feet apart and connected together at
the lead-in, unless space is very restricted.
.

*

,,, *,

-*

It is important to keep the aerial wire spaced well away from wet slates, roofs, walls, gutters and
other conductors.
.

-

'

=
=
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from previous page.)
To cure this trouble it is necessary to screen the
You soon get a -good idea if this really is your
trouble by cutting out the aerial altogether and
listening to see if you get the broadcast at more
than weak strength without any aerial at all.
-If so, you may be pretty sure that you will have
to adopt some form of simple screening to cut out
the programthes that arrive by direct pick-up in
coils with some form of metal shield.

this way. -

Of the remaining possible causes of the fault
we rather favour the local oscillator as being your
particular trouble, and' this would account for
the erratic effect you mention.
As you know, local oscillation is a simply hopeless
thing to get over unless you can find out where it is
coming from and use gentle persuasion , and if you

come to the conclusion that this is the cause of
your trouble, the best thing you can do is to write

to the B.B.C.
If you find that disconnecting your aerial altogether
and tithing the set without it results in the Glasgow

signals going down to practically nothing at all

(which is a sign there is no direct pick-up on the set),
you, should certainly be able to cut the prograinme

right out by means of the Brookmans Rejector, if

it is properly made.
We have tried this device in sight of the Brookmans
Park aerials (and Brookrnans Park is a much more

powerful, station than Glasgow, with very much
stronger jamming), and even on a simple circuit it

was quite efficacious. But the simple instructions
regarding operation, etc., must be carried out properly,
and, of course, -the components must be of decent
quality.

If you are still unlucky for some reason-which
nor readers' experiences-you could try the more
elaborate and more expensive plan of getting extra
selectivity by means of an extra aerial coil and
tuning condenser, as referred to a few weeks ago in
these columns in reply to E. J. S. (Cassiobury)
we certainly do not anticinate, neither from our own

(" P.W." No. 442, November 22nd, 1930, issue).

CURING INSTABILITY.

M. T. S. (Stretton).-" I get a bit of harshness on certain loud passages and when a
little reaction is being applied, which I am
told is through L.F. instability. I should like
to fit an anti -motor boating device if- you can
give me the connections and components."
You need a resistance of 20,000 to 40,000 ohms'
and a large fixed condenser, 2 or 4 mfds.

The detector's plate lead which goes from the

}LT.+ to the primary of the L.F. transformer should
be broken. The resistance is inserted between this
H.T.± terminal and the L.F. transformer primary,

and a lead is taken from the side of the resistance
which is now joined to the primary, to the large
condenser.

The other side of this condenser is then connected

to H.T.- (or to any other point that is earthed).

If desired the whole gadget may be made up as an
external unit instead of being incorporated in the
actual wiring of the receiver.
We are not sure, however, that your trouble is

instability, as from your description it might be
caused by overloading of the last valve, or by a
rattling from a partly -loosened loud -speaker part,
such as a clamping nut.

TRICKLE CHARGING FROM D.C.

W. R. C. (King's Lynn).-" I have been

wondering if an accumulator could, be charged
from D.C. mains without any great expenditure.
" I recall in the past seeing that the negative

main can be found by immersing the two

wires with a resistance in circuit in water:the
terminal showing the most bubbles being the
negative. I suppose the negative would go to
the negative terminal on the accumulator ?
"It would be interesting to read an article
on charging accumulators from D.C. mains
by this method as an article one of your, contemporaries published required batten holders

and board, and the lights apparently were
simply wasted. The idea enclosed seems much

more easy to wire, and using the water

method of polaritymakes it less complicated."

It is quite practicable to use a single lamp in series
with the accumulator for charging. But while you

are about it there is no -need to go' to even this
trouble !
All the lights in the house can safely be used to

charge the accumulator, if the " charging board" is
wired in the earthed main. We ought, however, to
repeat our usual warning that to interfere with the
mains is likely to infringe the electric light company's

(Continued on next page.)

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY -MAKE WIRELESS

BATTERIES -IT IS A PAYING PROPOSITION:

Whether you are a Wireless Enthusiast or not, you know what an enormous
demand there is for Wireless Batteries-a demand which is ever, increasing by
leaps and bounds. If you are a Wireless Enthusiast you know also that you and
millions of others are constantly on the look out for BETTER Batteries.

You Can
Do This:

Hero is a way in which average worker can complete a 80 -volt H.T.
YOU can meet the demand
for BETTER Batteries,
and Profit Financiallymake them yourself in your
Spare Time by means of our
Patented Method and Formula I By making your
own batteries you can

Battery In 2 hours at a cost of 2/3 approximately ! Compare this with Shop Prices !

. MAKE YOUR FRIENDS' WIRELESS
BATTERIES-AND 4AKE MONEY I
Consider what this moans to you. Not only
can you SAVE money on your own batteries,
and get BETTER results, but directly your
know of them they will , w,ant some,
SAVE money-by supply- friends
I Thus, you can begin to build, up a
ing your friends and others too
you - can MAKE money ; Profitable Sparc -Time Business and reap a

Harvest from tho Wireless and.
and you may make up to Golden
Electrical Market. Many men urn already
£300 a year per Licence !
making comfortable EXTRA incomes in
Pleasant, Easy Way.
ANYBODY CAN DO IT this
MONEY in it-big money if you
It has probably never There's
energetic and anxious to get out of. the
crossed your mind before. are
Yon have thought of bat- rut I What could you do with £300 a year ?
teries as "Technical "
PROFITS GUARANTEED,

things - always regarded Your market is unrestricted-it can never
them as something " mys- become overcrowded-you sell whore you
terious."
like and when you like. If necessary we will
The exact opposite is the purchase sufficient of your output to
case.- Study the pictures guarantee you a Weekly Profit providing it

on the left and you will see
how really simple it is.
You will need no expensive
" plant " or machineryonly a few simple tools and
hand presses. You need
have no special accommo-

reaches the required standard of efficieney
We will continue

which

your training FREE until you reach that
standard-that's fair, isn't it
Don't hesitate-if you have never seen a
battery before you can MAKE Money this
way. Let us explain this GILT-EDGED
dation-a start can bo HONEST PROPOSITION fully. Write
made 'upon your present AT ONCE I Make Your SPARE Hours

kitchen table. The children GOLDEN Hours !
can help you.
Send this Form for FREE Instructions
How to Start.
WE WILL TELL YOU HOW
SU
You may know nothing nu
about Wireless or Elea- 11,

COUPON

tricity-It doesn't w
matter in the slightest.

To Mr. Y. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,
THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., LTD.,
1127, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

We will tell you how

to do it-FRE. After
receiving our instruc liens you can start right
away to manufacture !

And the work

a
a

Sir .-Please send me at once and FREE,
details as to how I can Male Money at

full

is in-

as

tensely interesting
well as easy ; more
fascinating than making et
vein own Wireless Set !

The saving is huge-ati

home in my spare time.
for postage.

I enclose 2d. stamp
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capital letters on a plain sheet of paper
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" I have halved the aerial, reduced it, and

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

clipped it until it resembled a rat's tail

(Continued from page 888.)

"The set has always delivered the goods
from the foreigners, but never without

On 'going to -V test the last-named, by
hick- I knocked. the panel, of the set
and to] my surprise it burst into oscillation.
I timed back the, differential conden,ser and
advanced it again, but the set would not
.

oscillate till I tapped the panel with -my hand,
then it _burst into oscillation again.

"1:-switclied off, took out the differential
condenser, looked at- it, but could see no

trouble, ,so I took -it to pieces, and to my

dangling from the terminal.

(

the -annoying escort of the local station.
Often the local has been reduced to a whisper,

and the foreigners coming in at good loudspeaker strength, gradually the local would
become louder and louder, then filially
dominate.

" Up would come; the foreigner and do a

similar performance. This see -saw, catch-ascatcli-can wave -grip is very amusing !
" Other times the. Continentals are loud and

clear, -but the Moment you leave go the
tuning knob 'it screams. Evi-

doitly the personal touch is

02111511452299111ESIMIV

necessary.

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No. 28
A DET. L I'. WITH R. C COUPLING.

one wave - length at ' various
distances. This magic set has
them butting into one another

.

0*

like cross -talk comedians. It is
come one, come all,' without
favour.
" It is also subject to moods.

H.T.

0-

'PHONES

'

" Other times the foreigners,
come in groups, all hugging the

It will whistle, chirp, scream,
howl, and roar like a Zoo

'01

M FO

broadcasting.

.

" The wave -trap is sacred
ground. Touch the condenser

knobs and it howls at you.

146:
THIS neat and efficient Watmel
Wave Trap definitely cuts out interference. Connect it to your aerial
circuit-and at once clarify your
reception.

Four sockets in the base

give six

inductance values to suit any aerial.
The selector condenser is mounted

in the base, and the unit is wound
with double silk -covered wire on
a Paxolin former.

This Wave Trap gives perfect elimination. freedom from background
and full efficiency.

--Price 8s. 6d.

It is only my sceptical nature
that keeps me from believing
that the thing is brutally

'X'

human.

Con.

.f07'

A2052

surprise (and I expect yours when

read
this !) I.found blaCk grease between the fixed
and moving plates.

" I cleaned it off with clean rag, put i t to.

gether again, put it in the eet and switched on
Oh, what a difference !
,

Watmel products at your
dealers, send direct to us.

were surprised, and sent me a letter of regret.)"
A SELECTIVITY PROBLEM.

Type 11307.3.
Indu trance
200,000 m.h
Self -capacity

I 6 m.mfd

with the local station ? Do what May,_ it
will come in ; wave -traps, separators, and
rejectors are of no avail.
" My set, the ' Magic' Three with all
refinements, seems glued to the local station,
Glasgow.
My experience for :Over :a year
with all the gadgets offered by -`
for
selectivity is a washout.
`` Even the Contradyne,' that 'stout little

D.C. Resistance

'Loa ohms.

Price 61,
Type DX2.

fellow, isn't stout enough for the' job, and as
aerial traffic 'Op. the 'unwanted waves rush
p4st him. The; set is an excellent local station

Inductance
40,000 m.h.
Self -capacity

getter ; all round` the dial it thunders in.
In fact, the dial isn't big enough to accommodate its scope.

1'2 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance
450 ohms

tunes.

(Calvin has lost 'his

influence over there, which is

different from the spirit that
Knox about Scotland !)

" I am anxious to cut the
local station, as the pro-

grammes have reached the acme of boredom,
both National and local. Could `P.W.'
not suggest something really effective and

cheap to put see above the blasts of those
London concerts where dynamite -is used

instead of crotchet and quavers ?
" I have a strong liking for my set. It has a
punch like Camera, and I want to reach out,
but the local station won't let me ! "
Oh, dear, P. F. ! You are in a mess, aren't you ?

We are not at all sure whether it is quite as bad

P. F. (Glasgow, N.).-" What Can L do

THE WATMEL BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKE.

Epilogue, the set is at its best.
The Continentals come in with
their merry music and bright

The " components " shown above are thofe for a straight detector
and low -frequency amplifier employing resistance -capacity coupling
and differential reaction. Can you '1` wire up " this circuit P
LOOK OUT FOR THE ANSWERING thAGRAM NEXT WEEK.

" I had to drop down 20 volts H.T. on the
det. valve, and my word, it goes Al now. (I
have written to the makers about it, and they

If you cannot get these

" Sunday night, after the

L.T.

The chief Of"them can be numbered under the

following

heads : an. unsuitable (non -selective) aerial -earth system, poor spacing in set, poor quality
tuning coil or tuning condenser (or both), direct
pick-up on the coils, and local interference.

Yost do not say about how far your house is

from the Glasgow station. If -you are less than
about one mile from it, it is quite probable that the
whole trouble is due to direct pick-up on the coil.
This simply means that the distance is so short
between you and 5 S C that the coils themselves,
are acting as an aerial and picking up the broadcasting. 'Corisequeutly, nothing that you can do to
the aerial itself will stop Glasgow coining iu.

(Continued on next page.)

Price 4/-.

" 1P'.W." PANELS. No, 2.-YOUR AERIAL.
The wire should be of copper of,other,high-conductivity metal. (Phosphor -bronze and silicon -bronze,
are excellent.)

az:

Multi -stranded wire such as 7/22 is better than single -stranded wire of equivalent thickness.
WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

IMPERIAL WORKS, -HIGH STREET,
EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX.

*

There is no advantage in having several aerials parallel, a few feet apart and connected together at
the lead-in, unless space is very restricted.
*

*

5

-

51.0.18

*

*

*

It is important to keep the aerial wire spaced well away from wet slates, roofs, walls, gutters and

other conductors.

-

as you make out, or whether you have been unable to
resist the temptation to describe your troubles
picturesquely.
However, Jet us suppose you are quite serious about
it all, and that your trouble is that nothing you
have tried will cut out the local station. There are
several possible causes for such a state of affairs.

-E-":

'
E:"
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from previous page.)
To cure this trouble it is necessary to screen the
You soon get a - good idea if this really is your
trouble by cutting out the aerial altogether and
listening to see if you get the broadcast at more
than weak strength without any aerial at all.
If so, you may be pretty sure that you .will have
to adopt some form of simple screening to cut out
the programmes that arrive by direct pick-up in
coils with some form of metal shield.

this way.

Of the remaining possible causes of the fault
we rather favour the local oscillator as being your
particular trouble, and ' this would account for
the erratic effect you mention:
As you know, local oscillation is a simply hopeless
thing to get over unless you can find out where it is
coming from and use gentle Persuasion ; and if you
-

come to the conclusion that this is the cause of
your trouble, the best thing you can do is to write
to the B.B.C.
If you find that disconnecting your aerial altogether
and tuning the set without it results in the Glasgow

signals going down to practically nothing at all

(which is a sign there is no direct pick-up on the set),
you. should certainly be able to cut the programme

light out by means of the Brookmans Rejector, if

it is properly made.
We have tried this device in sight of the Brookmans

Park aerials (and Brookmans Park is a much more
powerful station than Glasgow, with very much
stronger jamming), and even on a simple circuit it
was quite efficacious. But the simple instructions
regarding operation, etc., must be carried out properly,
and, of course, the components must be of decent
quality.
If you are still unlucky for some reason-which
we certainly do not anticipate, neither from our own
nor readers' experiences-you could try the more
elaborate and more expensive plan of getting extra
selectivity by means of an extra aerial coil and
tuning condenser, as referred to a few weeks ago in
these columns in reply' to E. J. S. (Cassiobury)
(" P.W." No. 442, November 22nd, 1930, issue).

CURING INSTABILITY.

M. T. S. (Stretton).-" I get a bit of harshness on certain loud passages and when a
little reaction is being applied, which I am
told is through L.P. instability. I should like
to fit an anti -motor boating device if you can
give me the connections and components."
You need a resistance of 20,000 to 40,000 ohms
and a large fixed condenser, 2 or 4 rads.

The detector's plate lead which goes from the

H.T.-1- to the primary of the L.F. transformer should
be broken. The resistance is inserted between this

H.T.1- terminal and the L.F. transformer primary,
and a lead is taken from the side of the resistance
which is now joined' to the primary, to the large
condenser.
The other side of this condenser is then connected
to H.T.- (or to any other point that is earthed).
If desired the whole gadget may be made up as an
external unit instead of being incorporated in the
actual wiring of the receiver.
We are not sure, however, that your trouble is
instability, as from your description it might 'be
caused by overloading of the last valve, or by a
rattling from a partly -loosened 'loud -speaker part,
such as a clamping nut.

TRICKLE CHARGING FROM D.C.

W. R. C. (King's Lynn).-" I have been

wondering if an accumulator could be charged
from D.C. mains without any great expenditure.
" I recall in the past seeing that the negative

main can be found by immersing the two
wires with a resistance in circuit in water, the
terminal showing the most bubbles being the
negative. I suppose the negative would go to
the negative terminal on the accumulator ?
" It would be interesting to read an article
on charging accumulators from D.C. mains
by this method as an article one of your contemporaries published required batten holders

and board, and the lights apparently were
simply wasted. The idea enclosed seems much

more easy to wire, and using the water
method of polarityinakes it less complicated."

It is quite practicable to use a single lamp in series
with the aceumulater for charging. But while you

are about it there is no -need to go to even this;
trouble !
All the lights in the house can safely be used to

charge the accumulator, if the " charging board " is
wired in the earthed main. We ought, however, to
our usual warning that to interfere with the
mains is likely to infringe the electric light company's
(Continued on next page.)
repeat

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY -MAKE WIRELESS

BATTERIES -IT IS A PAYING PROPOSITION!

Whether you are a Wireless Enthusiast or not, you know what an enormous.
demand there is for Wireless Batteries-a demand which is ever inorea,sing by

leaps and bounds. If you are a Wireless Enthusiast you know also that you and
millions of others are constantly on the look out for BETTER Batteries.
Here is a way in which average worker can complete a 80 -volt H.T.

You Can
Do This:

YOU can meet the demand
for BETTER Batteries,
and Profit Financiallymake them yourself in your
Spare Time by means of our
Patented Method and For-

Battery In 2 hours at a cost of 2/8 approximately I Compare this with Shop Prices I

MAKE YOUR FRIENY/S' WIRELESS
BATTERIES-AND MAKE MONEY 1
Consider what this means to you, Not only
you SAVE money on your own batteries,
mula 1 By making your can
own batteries you can and get BETTER results, but directly your
know of them they will wane some,
SAVE money-by supply- friends
! Thus, you can begin to build up a
ing your friends and others too
Spare -Time Business and reap a
you ' can MAKE money ; Profitable
Harvest from tho Wireless and.
and you may make up to Golden
Many men are already
Electrical
Market.
£300 a year per Licence !

making comfortable EXTRA incomes in

Easy Way.
ANYBODY CAN DO IT 1 this Pleasant,
MONEY in it-big money if you
It has probably never There's
energetic and anxious to get out of- the
crossed your mind before. are
You have thought of bat- rut ! What could you do with £300 a year ?
teries as
" Technical "
PROFITS GUARANTEED.

things - always regarded Your market is unrestricted-it can never
them as something " mys- become overcrowded-you sell where you
terious."

like and when you like. If necessary we will

how really simple it is.
You will need no expensive
" plant " or machineryonly, a few simple tools and

which is easily attainable. We will continue

The exact opposite is the purchase sufficient of your output to
case. Study the pictures guarantee you a Weekly Profit providing it
on the left and you will see reaches the required standard of efficiency

your training FREE until you reach that
standard-that's fair, isn't it
Don't hesitate-if you have never seen a
hand presses. You need battery before you can MAKE Money this
have no special accommo- way. Let us explain this GILT-EDGED
dation-a start can be HONEST PROPOSITION fully. Write
made upon your present AT ONCE ! Make Your SPARE Hours

kitchen table. The children GOLDEN Hours !
can help you.
Send this Form for FREE Instructions
How to Start.
WE WILL TELL YOU HOW
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You may know nothing No

about Wireless or Elea-
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matter in the slightest.

We will tell you how S
to do it-FREE. After
receiving our instructions you can start right

away to manufacture
And the work is in.
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fascinating than making
your own 'Wireless Set !
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CLIX VALVEHOLDER

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Cone [hued from previous page.)
regulations unIcss the alteration is carried out by a
qualified electrician.
In any case, you will probably find that the electric
light company should -be advised of any such altera.

Pro. Pat. Rig. Design.

No. 27.

Built for Efficiency
Not for Appearance

The Head of a Municipal Physical Laboratory
Writes :

Ei The two samples of the

s -pin

type I have

examined both show an insulation resistance of over
100 megohms, and, as the amount of dielectric used
is yes}, small, the dielectric losses must be a minimum.

It is a pleasure to see a valveholder in which a great
chunk of bakelite, giving large ,dielectric losses, is
not used."

Modern valves do not require sprung valve holders. Because of the Resilient Sockets used
in the Clix Valveholder, it is the only one giving

perfect contact with SOLID as well as all other
types" of valve pins. Usual H.F. losses entirely
`eliminated. Sockets air dielectrically insulated
a-nd self -aligning. Impossible to blow valves.

.

mains connection is restored and the circuit is exactly
as formerly.

Science."

A big one fell at my hand, and I picked it
up. It was on Christian Science.
Why, what's this ? " I asked. " I
Two of the outer contacts are -joined together so' didn't know you were keen on Christian
that when thrown over to this position the ordinary
The other two outer contacts on the D.P.D.T.

switch are taken to two insulated terminals to which
the battery that is to be charged will be connected.
The negative of .the battery must go to the negative
side of the leads, and when the switch is thrown over
to this position all the current which is used in the
house for lighting, etc., passes through the accumulator and charges it.
There is no difference on the light bill because you
are not using any more current than formerly ! but
actually. you de -pay: for the charging, by means of a
very slight and unnoticeable reduction in the brilliance of the lamps.
Properly fitted by a qualified man such a circuit is
perfectly safe. If used regularly, and the accumulator is in good condition, the ordinary require-

ments of the household will usually keep it well

charged tor a long time, without any other care.
It may need an extra charge very occasionally, if

No.

LECTRO LINX LTD.,
254, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.1.

44.

WET H.T. BATTERIES

.

Solve all H.T. Troubles.

. .

. . .

Just as I was leaving, he unearthed from
behind the typewriter a model trombone.
" I can get three notes out of this," he
said. " Pip, pip, PIP. I've just bought it
for sixpence. You wait. I'll have a deuce

.

An instrument capable of measuring

eleetro-motive force is called a

_Bargain list free.

. . .

AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 -valve set, £5.

The E.M.F. of the ordinary dry -cell is

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

. .

LONDON

-

-

'

6

14;

Last week's missing words (in order)
Plate (or Anode), Grid, Assist,

were :

Fi

Oppose (or Impede, or Hinder); Coil, g
E.'

Capacity, Resistance, Impedance. Grid,
Plate (or Anode), Coil.

City orot.

G. R. L. (Bromley, Kent).-" Back in the

. ning -the earth lead through a ventilating brick.

(Blue Spot a Speciality.)

all

repairs magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed,
and ready for delivery in 24 hours Discount for Trade.
Clerkenwell 9069.

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD, N.1.
Mahe

THE DAILY -SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

equipment is used it is quite likely that the trickle

charging will be sufficient to keep it permanently up
'to scratch.

summer I saw in P.W.' a stunt about run-

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/ Transformers 41.1 Headphones 4/.,

little." juice " is used, but if an electric iron or similar

IMPROVING THE EARTH CONNECTION.

Electradix, Cent, London.

At the housed was living in at the time. there
was no brick suitable, but since then I have
moved, and now I would like to try it,
"My earth wire is only eleven or twelve feet
long, from the earth terminal to the side door
through,which it passes to the flower -bed, but
I find that almost under the corner where the
set stands there is a ventilating brick. This

would certainly be quite a bit shorter, but I
cannot see the method of passing the wire
through the brick. How is it done ? at

'The ingenious stunt to which you refer was simply
an account of how one wily " P. W," reader shortened

his earth wire by drilling a. small hole through the
floor board on a line with the ventilating brick, and
passed a string through the hole, allowing it to hang
down under the floor.
Then, by means of a bent wire passed -through
from -outside. the ventilating brick he picked up
the string, tied the earth wire to the inside end, pulled
it through- to the garden, and thus -made a short
-

of a lot of fun with this ! "
And
believe he will ! That's what
Leonard Henry iii like at home.

BEHIND THE MICROPHONE.
(Continued from page 863.)

LI

Crammed with illustrations and details

ELECTRADIX_ RADIOS,

interfering with my work ; and stage work
cannot stop, you know.

mind.

flow through a resistance of

JABS (waxed), 2r X 1.1, sq. 1/3 doz.
Sample doz. (13 volts), complete with
bawls and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free.

ZINGS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.

218, Upper Thames Street, E.0.4.

cut up about it; and it was really a big
strain to prevent that sudden blow from

merry twinkle of the eyes which I cannot
bring myself to think shields a too -serious

It. is the force required to make one

ECONOMICAL

MOTORS
GENERATORS
Just send ,as stamped envelope.

taken ill and died. Naturally I was very

And as he ..said that he gave me the
famous Leonard Henry smile-just that

The unit of electro-motive force is the

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

and broadcasts myself, my father was

found his philosophy very comforting. He
gave me that book on Christian Science,
and I only wish I had more time to go in for
that kind of thing and make a study of it."

LETTERS ?

1111111.11111111111

of all sorts of fascinating and useful
gear, at very reasonable prices.
RADIO
ELECTRICAL

"It so happened that one week when I.

was in the middle of writing an important,
sketch for him, and was doing several acts

" To cut a long story short, Laddie Cliff

Electro-Motive Force (E.M.F.)
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

Saves you Pounds !

he has fallen- by the wayside.

helped me through my troubles, and I

TWISTERS

New Green List?

understudied him and. used. to writes his
humorous material) was once a keen
Christian scientist ; he may still be, unless

The Model Trombone.

TECHNICAL

HAVE YOU HAD OUR

" Actually I'm not," said - Leonard,
" But Laddie Cliff (I
rowdily enough,

LIIIIIIi111111111111111111111111111111111111)111111111111111111111111111111111R,

27 Different Clix Fitments for Perfect
Contact.
"Folder on Request.

STOCKWELL,

is when I try to tickle people pink in broadcast comedy ! "
While talking, Leonard had been turning
over one or two pieces of sheet music, and
in doing so he knocked down a pile'Of books.

5 pin Model with screw terminals - 1/5 pin Model withbut screw terminals 9d.
4 pin Model with screw terminals - 10d.
4 pin Model without screw terminals 8d.

SILENT,

(Continued from page 869.)

tion before it is carried out.
To use the house lamps for trickle charging, all
you need is a double -pole double -throw switch of
suitable protected type, the. centre contacts being
joined in series in that main lead which is earthed.

Type B for baseboard mounting

SELF-CHARCINC,

AT HOME WITH RADIO STARS,

-

.

moms
MEM

1931.

blocks off the high-tension from earth, but
is designed to pass the high -frequency currents. It has not only to pass high frequency, but also to " stop " the low. Just
before

zero hour this carefully

condenser broke down.

chosen

In a great hurry, and with all that

" wind up " feeling I was to find so familiar
in later days, we substituted another,
but 100 times too big ! The programme

went out. There cannot have been a

modulation frequency above 1,000, there
cannot have been a depth of modulation
beyond 20 per cent.

But something went out !

No !

We

were not satisfied, although we pretended to

be. We treated indignant letters from
amateurs with an uneasy hauteur. We

investigated, waved neon tubes, W. T. Ditcham came up and investigated and waved,
neon tubes, we all investigated and said it
must be all right, and knew it was not.
Two programmes later, H. L. Kirke found
it -and -we yelled I A yell composed of part

hbrror, part joy, part shame-it's very

- difficult to yell like that, but we did a lot
and satisfactory_ earth lead direct from the set, of very difficult things in the early days !
through the floor and ventilating brick.

Let me tell von more 'later on.

-
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HERE

FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 868.)

It is all very difficult; and I hope that

those who are responsible for these productions will not be discouraged.
"Comedian, Know Thyself."

Amateur actors are always advised to

steer clear of " West End successes," partly
because they invite comparison, and suffer
by it: I also think that comedians, who are
not yet first-rate, might be advised to avoid
songs which are great " successes."
For example, Happiness Pie " is a fine

IT IS-C.O.D.

The 301. TWO
Pay the Postman. Send no money.
We pay all charges.

As specified. Ready for assem-

bly, with slotted former, wire,

screws etc.,for construction of coil
With Standard `P.W.' Dual Range

song, and is superbly rendered by Layton
and Johnstone. I heard them sing it from
the Palladium the other day.

30/2a

KEYSTONE Coil, ready wound

and set tested for selectivity and 3616
stability
.. .. ..
.
.._
Meter
No Pilot Test -Meter

I also heard it sung twice in the three
following nights by others. Comparison

included
included with this particular kit

was inevitable ; and rather disastrous to the
" would-be's."
A song should be sung because it suits the
singer's style, and is within his power ; it
is dangerous to sing it for no other reason
than because some other singer has made a
hit with it. Comedian, know thyself !

A selection of other Pilot

Kits for popular

Manufacturers' Kits
and Accessories
-

12/9.

Send 1931 ()SRAM MUSIC

"P.W." SUPER COIL THREE loam

at/inner

KIT, two gesh, itelecotor,xatid power

2316 Balance in Cash
12 monthly payments of
18/6.

DYNAPLUS SCREEN THREE
KIT, S.C., detector and power.

Cash Price £5 14 6
1176 Balance of 11
monthly payments of
Only
10/6.
kit prices
All
the
above
include valves and cabinet.
8/6Send

Only
Send

9f2

P.W."- Receivers.

EMPIRE. MELODY

Send COSSOR

101- IltAmycanjECLT,w,..j.y31 model; S.C.,
Cash Price £6 17 6
Only Balance in 1-1
monthly payments of

EXIDE 120 -VOLT WE. TYPE
ACCUMULATOR, -in Crates. Cash
Balance in
price, £4 13s.
11 monthly. payments of 8/6.

S.T.
REGENTONE
ELIMINATOR
FOR A.C.
MAINS: One ramble one power.

Only

one S.G. variable.
-Cash Price £4 19 6
Balance inllnaonthly payments of 9/2.

Send

ATLAS

Send

LANPLUGH - or

-

H.T.

ELIMINA.TOR

Hit " A " Cash Price £3.16-9 or 12 M' thly 71payments of 9/7
11/1
"
£6-0-9

AND CHARGER. Model 188 for
llfA.C. Mains. Cash Price £6. Balance
Only in 11 monthly payments of 11/,

The B.B.C. may be depended upon to
rise to the occasion, especially if it be a

"THE -" GLOBE TROTTER " 3/1./31

INDUCTOR SPEAKER. for perreproduction. Unit and chassis
615 fect
complete, ready mounted.

dignity about the tribute which General
Maurice paid to the memory of Marechal

required.

Hit
Kit "

Joffre's Broadcast Tribute.

solemn occasion !

Kit " A " Cash Price £3-16.1 ors 12 lirthly 7/ Kit " B "
,
£4-15-1 payments of 8/9
Kit " C " £5- 7-7
,.
9/10
Add 1/9 to each payment if Broadcast Coils aro

There was a simple

"CHEF

Dec.De

A"MP:W."
930.

Joffre, which was entirely becoming._
He was a brave soldier, and much beloved
as a man by all who knew him. His strength
lay in his judgment of men ; his weakness,
a lack of imagination.

Kit "B"
£7-1844 payments of i 14/6
Kit "C"
£9. 3-4
16110
IMPORTANT NOTE. - KIT " A " is less
valves and cabinet. KIT " B " with valves
less cabinet.
KIT " C'" with valves and
cabinet.

His imperturbability stood him, and us,
in good stead in those early anxious days ;

including The Famous

D'OEUVRE"e

Kit "A" Cash Price £5-19-4 or 1211'thly10/11

Any parts supplied separately.

to the -last screw, in an- attractive carton.

and the enviable pinnacle of his fame is
that he will always be associated with the
Marne where the rising tide of defeat

5

Diamonds and Ethiopia.

CARRIAGE PAID

was first turned.

Every;part down

SUCCESS GUARANTEED.

Pilot Test

without, which no set is complete.

ALL ORDERS

Major Trevor took us down a diamond
mine, and the Baroness Ravensdale con-

ducted us through the coronation cere-

monies of the Emperor of Abyssinia. It
was interesting to compare the different
methods of these two descriptive reporters.
Major Trevor, simple, direct, matter-offact, and without any attempt at flourish,
made a scene live ; Baroness Ravensdale,

with a much more highly coloured and
emotional narrative, rather confused her

picture. Simplicity scores every time.
I saw the mine, but I did not quite see the
coronation. I saw the diamonds on the

sorting table, but I did not quite see the
jewels on the Ethiopian princes..

Major Trevor got his effect because he
was not anxious to make it ; the Baroness
missed a good deal of her's through a wish
to be impressive.
The Flute.

I like the flute. I like Albert Fransella,
playing the flute. Whether he is playing a

Cash Price £3 10 0
Balance inll monthly payments of 6/5.

Send

B.T.H. PICK-UP, - TONE -ARM
9/., plete.
and VOLUME CONTROL, coinOnly

Cash Price £2 9 6

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 91,

DOUBLE -TRAPPER C.O.D.
See " P.W." Dee.13th, 1030.

Assembled,Wired &Tested.
READY FOR USE.

Send no money.

Pay the Postman.

Free
1 116Post

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
SEND NOW FOR THE PILOT
CHART. Contains
detailed
IM MEDIATE

Price
Lists
of all
the
latest
and best
Kits,
and
over
30
valuable
Hints
and
Tips
for.
the Amateur Constructor.

DE LIVERY

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE
describes ALL THE LEADING MAKERS' Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc. A veritable guide
to Radio. Get your copy to -day.
LONDON : 77, City Road, E.0.1. 'Phone: Qleritenwell 94o6-7-8.
82, High Holborn, W.0.1. 'Phone: Chancery 8z66. MANCHESTER : 33, Whitelow Road, Chorlton - Cum - Hardy.
'Phone : Chorlton-cunt-Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE, STAFFS :
7, Albany Road..

,

Please send me FREE your (a) Latest Easy Way
Catalogue (b) pilot Radio Chart.

NAME
ADDRESS
P.W, 17/1/31

a

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2;000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No fur
fur-ther code are required. Send. P.C. for par
-

Oculars and circuits-PREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

valse or a cavatina, it sounds -like birds in a
wood ; and I get lovely images of trees and
glancing sunlight and wet leaves.

BUILD A £40

YOUCAN
GRAMOPHONE
WITH OUR SCALE A i.
DRAWINGS FOR 'tD/

Unemployment.

I commend to you the talks on this very
pressing and difficult subject by Professor
Henry Clay. He has a sympathetic voice, a
lucid style, and knows what he is talking
about.
In my " fat " days I sometimes smoked
fa, cigar called " Henry Clay."
He was just as good as the* cigar

Meter,

Only

RARRAND

Book of instructions, 3d. Cata-

logue of

Motors,

Tone -arms,
internal
Gramophones or

Sound - boxes,, latest
Amplifiers,

Cabinets Free, Cash or terms.

V. BURT,185, High St. Deptford,

ALL

PAI
Rs
ANY ^AKE

of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
(except Blue Spot) or Headphones
repaired and despatched within 48
HOURS. TWELVE MONTHS'
GUARANTEE with each repair. 4/-;
Post Free. Cash with Order.
Terms to Trade.

lUtailvEttrim011tur
Cii"14
Dept. R .953,

GARRArt LANE.

LONDON. S.W.17.

APPLICATIONS for Advertising Space in "POPULAR
WIRELESS " must be made to the Sole Advertising Agents,

JOHN H. LILE, LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4,
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

FIRST IN 1924
FIRST IN 1931
Cossor Empire Melody Maker Kit, With
193r model, S.G., Detector and .Power._10/.
Cash price £6.17s. 6d.
Balance in cc monthly payments of 12/9. Order
1931 Osram Music Magnet Kit. With
S.G., Detector and Power.
Cash price £11 15s. Od.

23/6

Mullard 1931 Orgola. Four -Valve

Order
With

Balance in la monthly payments of 18/6

Kit, two S.G. detector, -and pentode.

32/6
Order

Cash price £13 12s. 6d.

Balance in x x monthly payments of 24/-

'Dynaplus
Screened Three Kit.
S.G., Detector and Power.
Cash

With

10/6

.

price- £5 14s. 6d.

Balance in x monthly payments of 10/6.

Order
With

Lamplugh Inductor Speaker for

perfect reproduction. Unit and Chassis cornplete, ready mounted. Cash price £3 10a.

6/5

Balance in x x monthly payments of 6/5. - Order
Epoch
Permanent Magnet With
Speaker with type Ax unit only.
Cash price, £3 7s. 6d. 6/2
Balance in m monthly payments of 6/2. Order

Standard
Wet H.T.
x44 volts, 20,000 en/a. Cash -Batteries.
price £4

With

Ekco 3F.20ntinator.

Order
With

volts. ForA.C. Mains. Cash price

7/4

Other voltages and capacities available,
detailed prices on application.
Balance in it monthly payments of 7/6.
H.T.e.6.,
20
m/a. Tappings for
6o volts and x20/150

7/6

£319s. 6d.
Balance in x x monthly payments
7/4. Order
Exide 120 - Volt W. H. of
Type -.With

'Accumulator, in Crates.

6/6

-

Cash price £4 13s.
'Balance in xx monthly payments of 8/6. Order'
fEvery make of Radio Set or Accessory supplied. on
;

'EASY -TERNS. Send for our splendid catalogue. It's free.

56, ILLIDGATE_IULL, LONDON, E.C.4
(Establ4herti924.) Telephone: CENTRAL 2716.

WIRELESS CABINETS
SPEAKER CABINETS.
Complete -or -without Speaker.

'

KEENEST FACTORY PRICES.

Specifications and Illustrations on application.

NORTHERN WOODWORKING- CO.,
Henconner Lane, Brumley., Leeds.

YOUR OWN BATTERIES

" THE CELLS THAT SATISFY."

We supply complete Kits for making super capacity, Grid Bias Block Type. Pocket Lamp.
Wet Type and Bell Batteries. You can build

a 80 -volt Wet- Battery for 15/-.

We
supply a Standard Size 120 Dry Battery for 121-.
All Batteries guaranteed Send 3d. for the,Ley.
ton Booklet, " Build Your Own Batteries." to:

THE LEYTON BATTERY

305, Churoh 'Road.' Leyton, CO..ao.

EASY PAYMENTS

-

The first firm to supply Wire'ess parts on easy
payments.
Five years advertiser in " Popular
Wireless."
Thousands of satisfied customers.

Send us a list of the parts you require: and the
payments that will suit your convenience, and, we

will send you a definite quotation. Anything wirciess:.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,'

Phone: Museum1414,

Gt. Portland St. W.1
THE

STANDARD
PLUGM COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/.
DX 00ILS 'LTD., LONDON, 6.8
CI
11

II

a

HOW MANY H.F. STAGES ?

One Stage Usually Suffic'eat-The Extra Grid-Neu
tr a1'ismg-Limit of
Efficiency-Cie of a Third Grid-Secondary Emission-Magnification-Factors- Changing Over-Improving the Receiver-De-coupling-Voltage Dropping
"

Resistances.

EXPERIMENTERS and constructors
whoare tempted to go in for screen-

grid high -frequency amplification, and
who have, of course, been previously used
to ordinary straight H.F. amplifying stages,

are often puzzled to know whether they

should confine themselves to a single stage
of screen -grid H.F. amplification or whether
they should try a couple of stages.
One Stage Usually Sufficient.

This depends a good deal upon conditions,

PLEASE be sure to mention

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
when communicating
Advertisers.

with
THANKS!

CI

very simple, but the screen -grid valve pro
duces the same sort of effect-only better,

and permits of very much higher a,mplification factors.

By putting in the extra grid between the
ordinary grid and the anode, the, oscillation
current (or capacity current, as it is sometimes called), which previously was liable
to be set up between the grid -and .anode, is
intercepted by the second grid, and so the
oscillation is prevented.

Of course, the extra grid, or " screen
but you may take it that in general a single
stage of screen -grid H.F. amplification will grid," is connected to an electrode passing
be sufficient. You have to bear in mind through the valve, and is usually connected
that the magnification factor of this valve-. to a high-tension voltage tapping. I should
is enormously higher than that of the mention that the screen grid only screens
the anode and the ordinary grid within the
ordinary straight H.F. amplifier.
For instance, in the old days, a high - valve, but the reaction between these two
frequency amplifier might have an ampli- electrodes may still take place at other parts
fication factor of perhaps 15 or 20, and outside the valve, and therefore it is very
desirable to screen
although two or more could be used, coupled
them from one
by H.F. transformer or tuned -anode arrange...
THE
another outside the
ments, the amplification was not very treiL.P.- CHOKE valve altogether.
mendous ; in fact, it fell very far short of
.

calculations.
With the screen -grid valve the position is

very different and, as I say, owing to the
enormous amplification theoretically ob-

ew

"BUILD

By 3. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc.

tainable, and even allowing for a considerable discount from this in actual practice,
one stage is ample for the vast majority of

purposes.
The screen -grid valve, judging from letters
which I receive from readers, still seems to

be something of a mystery to them, and,

owing to the little extra circuit arrangements
involved, people are often deterred from

using it. There is no serious reason why
this should be so, however, and in point of
fact the screen grid is extremely simple in
principle and by no means difficult to
operate in practice.
The Extra Grid,

The essence of the screen -grid valve, of
course, is the introduction of an additional
or second grid which is interposed in the
valve between the ordinary grid and the
anode. Perhaps it may be useful to many
of my readers if I just indicate briefly what
is the function of this extra grid.
You know very well that one of the main
drawbacks, or should I say limitations, of
the ordinary straight H.F. amplifier is the
internal capacity between the grid and the
anode. This capacity has a similar effect
to ordinary capacity reaction and places a
limit upon the value of the amplification
factor which can usefully be given to the
valve ; if the amplification factor is unduly
raised the valve simply sets into oscillation
by reason of the capacity effect between the
plate and grid which, as I say, produces
reaction.
Neutralising.

This trouble has been known for a very
aware, it has been overcome by means of a
neutralising condenser employing the socalled neutrodyne circuit. The neutrodyne
arrangement is perfectly satisfactory and

long time, and, as most of you are well

Can be used for

coupling one L.F.
valve to the. next,
or for coupling the
loud speaker to
the last valve.
*

*

An L.F. choke cap-,

able of carrying a large

This is done by
means of -ordinary

aluminium or copper

screens, with which

you are quite familiar,

and these s cr eens
May be connected

the screen grid,

current is required for
the latter purpose, -the preferably
usual inductive value for an output choke
being 20 henries.
*

*

A broken-down

choke causes weakness

and distortion similtfr
to that due to a
" burnt -out "
L.F.
transformer.

through

the medium of a
condenser.

Limit of Efficiency.

In considering the
screen -grid valve you

-might think that the
limit of efficiency had

been reached when

the extra grid had been interposed between
the ordinary grid and the anode, so as to
cut out capacity reaction. But whilst it is
quite satisfactory and, in fact, remarkably
efficient for high -frequency amplification:
you will notice that some of the emission
current, on its way to the anode, will be
trapped by the extra grid or screen.
This is not all, for the anode itself emits
electrons when the valve is in operation, this
being what we may call ".secondary 'emission ' and due to the bombardment of the
anode by the electrons from the filament.
Now some of these secondary electrons will

pass away front the anode to the screen,.
whilst the electrons constituting the emission or anode current are passing towards
the anode.
Use of a Third Grid.

Consequently in the space between

the'

screen grid and the anode we have electrons
passing in opposite directions, which state
of affairs naturally reduces the efficiency of
the valve altogether, in addition to the fact

that a small current, sometimes called the
" screen current," is actually being lost in
the screen grid itself.
Therefore, it occurred to valve designers

to interpose an additional grid-that is, a
(Continued on next page.)

-
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ALL BEFORE YOU

INEXPENSIVE MODERN

(Co,tinited from previous -page.)

PUBLIC ADDRESS
and Speech and Music
Transmission Microphone

third grid, this time between the screen grid

and the anode.

This grid is connected

(inside the valve) to the filament, and it has
the effect of preventing the passage of the

secondary current mentioned above, or at
any rate of limiting it to a small part of the
region between the anode and the screen
grid.,

Secondary Emission.

The effect -of this additional grid is to

increase the output of the valve very. greatly,

.and inasmuch as the valve now has five
electrodes, it is called a " pentede.",
Since the additional or third grid is connected inside the valve to the filament, no

See it

at your dealer's
The whole range of Belling -Lee Radio
Connections ! From this glass -topped

showcase you can pick out instantly
the gadgets you require, the letterings
you are looking for.
Belling -Lee Radio Connections are
the last word in safety and efficiency.
That's why designers specify them,
why set manufacturers are standardising them.

Write for the Free Belting -Lee Handbook

"Radio Connections

(and Edition.)

-BELLING-LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION.
Belling & Lee, Lick, Qtieensw«g Works,'Booders End, Max
E. W. G.

TUNEWELL
COILSNew " P.W." Coils, specially

wound to "P.W." specification, 10/6. "Explorer' Coils,
dual range, 10/6, low range, 3/11. " Contradyne"
Coils, base fitting, on bakelite, 8/3. Send for Lists.
TURNER & CO., 54, Station Road, London, Nal
NEW SUPER RANGE PORTABLE FOUR

IMMO.,

Latest screened -grid model-wonderful reception
English and Foreign stations-beautiful real
leather case. Bargain £9

Dr. MELLINS.

BISHOPSGATE 4554.

ELLIIAD II LIITY
WIRELESS GUIDE 296x
Itplqt
that is best in Redo
.1?
at Keenest Prices.
Trade Enquiries InvItea!
A Complete List of al/

J. IHINATILCDR &Cc)
HUDDERSFIELD. Phone 341

Li

ri

1:1

PLEASE be sure to mention
when communicating with

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
Advertisers.

is

necessary, and so the pentode has the same
five external connections as the screen -grid
valve. In fact, we may regard the pentode
as being in effect a screen -grid valve which
has been modified internally in such a way
as to reduce its impedance and enable it to
handle a much greater power output.
Magnification Factors,

I have dealt at some length with the

screen -grid and pentode valves, because I
receive many queries from readers on this

subject, and before leaving it -I should
perhaps remark upon a point which is most
frequently raised, and that is the question
of using a pentode valve instead of an ordi-

nary power or super -power valve.

The

point about the pentode valve is that,
whilst it' is designed for low -frequency
magnification is quite large.
This means that it will give the greatest

output of which it is capable with a com-

paratively small input, but it does not
mean that you can then increase the input
and obtain corresponding larger output,
because the valve simply becomes over-

THANKS!

LI

la
11
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'BANKRUPT BARGAINS
Transformers from 219; .0005 variable, 216; Differential, 219; S.M. dials, 1/6; geared, 2/-' " P.W." dual coils,
8/6; Bullphone, 8/6; others,- 5/-; 14 X 7 panels, 203;
S.W. coils, set 5/-; Plug-in from 1/-; Fixed, -66.;
Leaks, 9d.; One mfd., 1/8; Two infd:, 2/-. Three -valve
kits, with cabinet, 35/.. Two-valve. -24/-. Guaranteed
5 -valve portables, £811010. Speaker kits from 12/6;
Cone units, Millgate, 71-; Bullphone, 6/6 and 91-. A.C.
mania sets from £6. Everything wireless in stock.
List free. Oasis or C.O.D., carriage extra.

BUTLIN. 143B,- PRESTON RD., BRIGHTON.

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC

-

fitted with hooks

and
terminals,
springs supplied,
all nickel - plated,

pension and terminals
fitted, every part
nickel - plated,
as
illustration,

solid construction,
guaranteed,

fully

12'6

18f -

This thoroughly efficient Microphone has been
especially designed

for use with small Valve

Amplifiers, or in connection with Wireless Sets
which are adapted, to work from a Gramophone
Pick-up. When connected to two or three L.F.
Stages, through h Microphone Transformer, this
Microphone is GUARANTEED to transmit
speech and music without distortion and with
a*ple volume to fill a large hall.

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
special design to obtain best -possible

results from- sensitive Microphones
when connected to Valve Set, or
Valve Amplifier; best Transformer
for clear speech with volume, speech
and music transmission, Public Address Microphones, etc.

Prim. and Sec. terminals; full
directions and diagrams of connections
free.

27, FITZROY STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Phone:' Museum 8329.

VOXKIT
The

pentode can give without distortion-then

1101EDI It11111111W"--

JUNIOR
(Reg. Design)

Console Cabinet shown

here takes panels up to 18" x 8",

Baseboard up to 12", Speaker

chamber I 8" x I S'x I 2". Height
3 ft.; removable back, lift -up lid
and silk -covered fret, best French
polished figured oak. Packed and
delivered fr&e in England and
Wales. Price 45/... Any speaker
fitted for cast of speaker only.

loaded. The great point to bear in mind
about the pentode is that it is an economical
and efficient valve if you w ant magnification
at a single stage from a small input to a VOXILIT RADIOGRAM
As above with Motor, Pick-up
reasonably large output.
and volume -control. Carriage

But if, on the other hand, it is large
output that you want-larger than the

6,-

Goods by return post.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,

amplification and gives a fair output, its

free. From gif, 15 O.

Send for free
illustrated leaflet

PETO SCOTT CO. LTD.

CITY ROAD, LONDON, B.C.].
you will be better advised to turn your 77
attention to L.F. amplification in the 62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,W.C.I
ordinary way by means of L.F. and power
stages.

Changing -Over.

I suppose one of the most frequent

4 RedioMouse.MACAULAY STREET,

1:1

additional contact outside the valve

Microphone , only,
Heavy copper case,

Complete on Stand,
so" high, spring sus-

queries one gets lately in connection with
radio receivers relates to the change -over
from battery operation to mains -operation.
You might think that this was a perfectly
simple matter, involving nothing more

than the substitution of the unit for the
battery.

But in actual practice, as often as not,

various little incidental troubles arise, and
these, although not in themselves serious,
are apt to be very perplexing and sometimes

very disappointing to the owner of the

PAamosememr
COILS &

COMPONENTS

Products PAR-EIKcsesaleaoraceat
as used and recommended for

TIME 30/- T1&O
"P.W." Dual Coil
(Approved)by 12/6
Diff. Condenser

4/-

E. PAROUSSI

10, Featherstone Buildings,
High Holborn, LONDON,
W.C.1.

'Phone: Chancery ;010.,..1

set. For instance, you fit up a nice H.T.
unit, designed to give 150 volts (whereas the

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE!

old dry battery only gave 100 nominal and
about 75 actual !) you rub your hands and
look forward to the set standing on its head
or doing something else really wonderful
on the strength of the extra 50 volts.

Column Advertisement is 30/-

(Continued on next puce.)

telephone: City y245x

tfletignra one -inch frit

Minimum Space Accepted:
Half -an -inch
15/ Send Remittance with instructions

to :
JOHN
H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

NO COMPLAINTS

(Continued from previous page.)

Actually what you get. may be nothing

TESTED for

You- too can qualify in your
spare time home for these

more than a succiession of hoWls and motor -

Wavelength
Smooth Reaction
Continu ity.

itself as formerly.
Let us just look at the situation carefully
and we will readily see what are the causes
of the trouble.

Finally SET

a dead-end job ?

boating and, do, what you will, nothing
apparently will induce the, set to behave

salaries. Why should you
be the one to remain in
Let us .show you the way

to the highest posts in
Mech.. Elec. Motor.

Wireless:Aefo.

In this

book Prof.

A. M. Low
throws a new
and startling

" ENGINEERINGOPPORTUNI-

TIES."

light on the

opportunities you
are missing. It

shows the

sim-

plest and most
successful way of
obtaining B.Sc.,

A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.I.E.E.,

A .M.I .A.E.,
C. & G., G.P.O.,
etc.
We alone, guarantee

6 N0 PASS -R0 FEE"
Take the first step to success to -day.

Write for your copy of this eye-opening

publication, FREE and POST FREE
(state subject or exam.)
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 101; Shakespeare House,
29,-31, _Oxford Street, London.

TONAX-

In the first place, the mere fact that you
are applying substantially increased voltages to the anode circuits and that you are
thereby-. alrhost certainly obtaining a great
increase in thorefficieriey of the set is :in
presence very pronounced.

-'

A satisfied user writes :-"Many thanks for
your prompt tedv:ce about my set, 'Chef
d'CEuvre.' I am now fittingsthe KEYSTONE
P.W. COIL you supplied, and am pleased
to say that the set Is functioning perfectly.

am retu?ning.the other makeri coil and

I

wish that I had &tea is KEYSTONE in the

first place'

,

Pay the pastman

- Immediate
Delivery

Peneral reason for the change in the be:.
havieur of the set. It is not peCtiliar to the
mains unit and the troubles might, in fact,
come into evideff6f, in. just the same -way if
a - couple of fresh H.T. batt&ries were

,

.

12/ 6

We pay all charges

also supplied;

Contradyne

each

716

PETO SCOTT CO;, LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, EC.1

installed giving the same H.T. voltages 62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,
as the unit.

W.C.7

Now we turn to particular reasons, which
are definitely .: associated with -`the unit, as
distinct from the battery.
De -coupling."

As you ktidW, the unit often has the
in the receiver -owing to the fact that it
supplies the anode circuits of different

place ria the unifitself. It is true that thiS
may and sometimes does take place even
with a dry battery, but with a fresh -battery

of low internal resistance the effect

is

BECAUSE of the Spocial Patented
Taper Chuck which, with screwing,
deItce, firmly grips the reed or

negligible.

the cone,the quality of reproduction

even though there is a -certain amount of
coupling brought about by the connections

Again you may say that in any case,

driving rod AT THE SACK of
is VASTLY IMPROVED.

SAVVY!

always buys Benjamin

to the unit, the set itself should provide

IT COSTS ONLY 1 /ior.a TO/4AX CHTICK (Nickel -

sufficient de -coupling to overcome this.

TONAX is .easily fitted.

you come up against the fact that in many
sets de -coupling is .not sufficient, and this
insufficiency of de -coupling is not -in the
Ordinary way evident, owing to the fact
that the receiver is being operated usually

But. there again, as I Mentioned above,.

plated finish), complete with "2
Polished. metal washers,- 2 felt'
washers and 2 special flexible
washers.

GARRATT STORESo

specifications and fully apprOved.

this does not make itself evident is because
it is kept in a state of abeyance, as-it:were;
owing .1 -6. -the comparative insensitivity
or efficiency of the receiver:
The moment you increase the 'efficiency
of the receiver to any appreciable 'extent,
out come the defects at once.
The foregoing is what we might -call-6

valves ; the back -coupling -therefore takes

From most dealers or Post and Packing
_e 'for ls, 2d. Wri.Ii Dept:H.

Made exactly in accordance with "

It is, I think, true to say that in a great number of receivers there is quite an
appreciable amount of back,eoupling at
various points and the . only. reason that

TONAX' IS A NEW CHUCK
The
grip
is
here

Wherever a P.W. Coil is specified insist upon
the KEYSTONE. No other coil can give such
selectivity or sensitivity on both wavebands.

formerly unnoticed-may now make their

effect of causing back -coupling and howling -

ever offered to the public.

THE KEYSTONE P.W: AND
M.W. DUAL RANGE `COIL

itself a reason why defects in the receiver

The greatest Tone Value
that definitely cuts out all
" chatter." For use with all Cope
Speakers and fits every size Of
reed or driving rod.

Fully Guaranteed

Improving the Receiver.

Talkie Eng. etc.

Vrite to -day for our
inspiring
volume

tested for.
Stability.

PRICE

1 f-

193,Garratt Lane, Wandsworth,London,S.W.18

REMEMBER!

POPULAR WIRELESS" HAS THE LARGEST
SALE OF ANY WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL

much below its ma.ximum efficiency.

_

_

The old hand He knows that they
get good
valve holders.You can
can be relied upon.
B
valve holders that are amt that are

get Benjamin

but you cant
The complete
holders.- ProdUcts is
not good valve
Benjamin
Radio
range of
illustrated and described
1143.
our Catalogue
you a copy ?
May we send

in

IRE BENJAMIN

Voltage Dropping Resistances.

ELECTRIC LTD.

Tariff Ra.,Tottenham,N7

The presence of resistances in the. unit,
which is the. usual way of obtaining different
voltage -tappings, produces in itself a

liability' to low -frequency oscillation or
pointed out some little
flowlina. and,
time bath, it is very important that these
resistances be properly by-passed,

,

.

\\.

\\
\

PLEASE be sure to mention

\\\V

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS 1

41
4

1:
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POPULAR WIRELE,sa

Perfection in every

stage of every circuit

You will notice the difference the moment you fit Varley
Use them for your new receiver and get perfection in every stage. Build them into that older set and
Components.

bring it up-to-date.
From aerial coil to output transformer, the long Varley range
includes almost everything you need. Varley Components

have built up a reputation for accurate workmanship and
careful design. Every one has in it Varley's specialised experience of over 30 years.

VA ,LEY
IMPEDANCE
MATCHING
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER.

Your dealer stocks Varley Components-call and examine
them.

22/6

IVRITE for the section of the Varley Catalogue that interests you.
Section A. All -Electric Receivers and Radio -Gramophones, Pedesal Loudspeakers, Gramophone Pick-ups, Auto -Arm and Volume Control.
Section B & C. H.F. Chokes, Coils, Resistances, Potentiometers, Rheostats,
R.C. Couplers, Anti -Hobos.
Section D. L.F. Chokes and L.F, Transfornices (Intervalv:;, Push -Pull,
Output, etc.)
Section E.
Mains Transformers, Main; Chokes, Power Resistances and
Power Potentiometers.

alley

Adrerttoetnent of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Kinuvray HouSe,
103. Kingsway, London, IV C.'S. Telephone: Itoltrorn 5303.

Astonishing Value

When it's
a Question
of Control

at 15
of " Popular Wireless"
have housed their

C'en

and still the demand

Sets in the CAMCO

" Waverley " Radio Gramophone Cabinet,
is increasing. This is
positive proof that
the " Waverley " is
unequalled cabinet value at its extremely
moderate price. It is
worthy of the .finest

Centralab Potentiometer typo
Volume Controls are used as

standard equipment by the leadradio set manufacturers
throughout the world.
The Centralab sliding shoe coning

ever made ; a
handsome piece or
furniture, beautifully finished in Oak at
/5
;
Mahogany,
Set

tact definitely ensures noiseless
perfectly

from a whisper
volume.

10s.

Hundreds of readers

Specify

and

II

smooth control
to maximum

L6 155.

When it's a question of control,
you cannot go wrong it you
specify Centralab.
Type.
Resistance.
P.100
0-200
ohms.
P.ito
0-400
P.iir
0-2,000
0.112
0-10,000 It
0.050
0-50,000
P.too
0-100,000
1\1.250
0-250,000
1\1.50o
0-500,000
ALL MODELS 10/6

Write for

the

Centralab Catalogue

-it's Free.

THE ROTHERMEL CORPORATION LTD.,
24, Maddox Street, London, W.1.
'Phone: MAYFAIR 0578,9.
Continental Sales Office:

QUAI DU COMMERCE, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM,

MIRINISMIII10111111r

WAVERLEY
CABINET

.assemesmii

I

Send coupon for FREE
Catalogue to :

NA .11 F

CARRINGTON Mfg. co., Ltd.,
24, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

ADDRESc

: Holborn 8202
trwlz,.-

C,ogaint.

P.W

POPULAR Wilti;LESS

MODER N ITY*S TRIUMPH

The HYPER. AM II
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

a

Points the obvious.
TRANSFORMER IMPORTANCE

Have you realised that the trans-

former dominates -in its effect -on- -

,

the performance of your set, and
speaker.

COMPARISON REVELATIONS

If you could secure _a number; of
different makes of. L.P. Trans-

.

formers, including the " HypernM,"
and test them in' yotfr 'set, the

experiment would amaze you because of the various effects. Also,
it is certain ,that:YOu Would retain'
the

" Hyper= " but-

k ;31 Vtoei
A

ti

ilea* -

GCO

S

PROOF OF '-.-.111KERIORITY BEFOREHAND IS fASIER THAN TEST
The above N.'l r urve is proof of.," Hypermu " guaranteed performance.
ntiotness t4 every sound from shrill treble to lowest
It dei4.2tes b) it
bass '1till be rep i uciel, as loudly- A id as, perfectly as your set and speaker
can render tlu_ni."

- NIKALLOY-141E SECRET OF " HYPERMU " DIFFERENCE
. NIKALLOY laminated cores are the secret of the " Hypermu " difference

-they have been adopted by most modern set manufacturers for best
results in cwAP:aft set assembly with modern valves. The majority
of 'popular \'..ift-,tits embody " Hypermu " for, the same reason. Put
the " Hypertlia'"
in your set and hear the difference.
..
W rite

.

_

for litte "HyperM11" leaflet or ask goal:Radio Store for a copy.
.\--

Cut out costly,

The HYPERMU L.F. Transformer

trouble,so ine

H.T.

Primary Inductance 85 henries.

Ratib 4 to

I.

Weight 13
Price

Batteries

and' utiline

21f -

mains H.T.

The R.I. H.T.
Unit derives its

super - efficiency

from the use of
NINALLOV-it

No More

is completely insulated in a peat

Wavekngth

walnut finished

Troubles

AU hisidated"
T.

This coil is obtainable et
Most Radio 5tores. If
unable to obtain -please
write difeet giving stores
name and address.

The " Popular Wireless" fr " Modern Wireless'
HIGH EFFICIENCY DUAL RANGE COIL

The RIght.job. Manufactured and laboratory

tested on the wavemetef and inchictance
bridge. Gives best results and saves the
trouble of winding and assembly. Re-

member the R.I. mark on this coil is a
guarantee of highest efficiency.

UNIT

-

HT, Model A.O,

H.T, MOd I D.C.

11.7'. Oo'put of 14o valls,

FI.T. our put of 140 V2lli,

so

Bakelite case
ving maxinutia safety;
T. h c \i estinghouse hie tat
.

Rectifier is incbrp orated i n
theA.C. models,

milhamps A20:3 for 30 7/2 iiiiaMPS. D.20:3
for D. C. SuPPly.

A.G. S,;pply.

£2.12.6

M4.15.0

AllMqins Modc,1
H.T. ()What Iso` 15o v. 20 ins.

L.T. a cost ale- Miter- a,
(ft

1 atop.

4.

C.20 '3 for A.C.

Charges

Or 6
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